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                              tBSTRACT

In this thesis, considering the imprecise nature of the human judgements

in the real-world decision situations, two types of fuzziness of human

judgements are incorporated ln multiobjective linear, linear fractional

and nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy parameters. One is the

experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of the parameters in the

problem--formulation process, and the other is the fuzzy goals of the

decision maker for each of the objective functions. The fuzzy

parameters, which reflect the experts' ambiguous understanding in the

problem--formulation, are characterized by fuzzy numbers. The concept of

M-or-Pareto optimality is introduced on the basis of the or-level sets of

the fuzzy numbers and the fuzzy goals of the decision maker for each of

the objective functions are quantified by eliciting the corresponding

membership functions. In our interactive methods, the satisficlng

solution of the decision maker can be derived efficiently from among an

M-or•-Pareto optlmal solution set by updating his-lher reference membership

values and/or the degree ct together with the trade-off information.

Based on the proposed methods, interactive computer programs are written

to implement man-•machine interactive procedures. To demonstrate the

feasibllity and efficiency of the proposed methods, several illustrative

numerical exampies are shown along with the corresponding computer

outputs.
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  (JHAPTER 1

INTRODUcrION

1.! Introduction and Historical Remarks

     Recently, it ls increasingly recognized that most of the real-world

decision making problems usually involve multip!e, noncommensurate, and

often conflictMg objectives, For such multiobjective programming

problems, multSple objectives are usualiy noncommensurable and cannot be

combined into a sMgle objective. Moreover, the objectjves usually

conflict with each other in that any improvement of one objective can be

achieved enly at the expense of another. Consequently, the aim in

soivMg multiobjective programmtng problems ts to find a compromise or

satisficing solution of a decision maker (DM) whlch is also Pareto

optimal based on hislher subjective value-judgemeht (Chankong and Haimes,

1983a,1983b; Cohon, 1978; Grauer, Lewandowski and Zilierzbicki, 1982;

Grauer and Wlerzbicki, 1984; Haimes, Hall and Freedman, 1975; Hwang and

Masud, 1979; Steuer, 1986; Zeleny, 1982).

     Two types of approaches for the determination of a compromlse or

satisficing solution of a DM in multiobjective programming problems have

been developed. They are:
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     goal programming approaches (e.g. Charnes and Cooper, 1961,1977;(1)

                                                                      '     Ignizio, 1976,1983; Lee, 1972)

(2) interactive approaches (e.g. Geoffrion, Dyer and Feinberg, 1972;

     Musselman and Talavage, 1980; Sakawa, 1981,1982a; Sakawa and Mori,

     1983,1984; Sakawa and Seo, 198e,1982,1983; Sakawa and Yano, 1984b;

     Steuer and Choo, l983; Wierzbickl, 1979a,1979b,1980; Zionts and

     Wallenius, 1976)

     The goal programming approaches, which assume that the DM can

specify hislher goals of the objective functions, first appeared in a

1961 text by Charnes and Cooper (1961) in order to deal with

multiobjective linear programming (MOLP) problems. Subse<Iuent works on

goal programming approaches have been numerous including Charnes and

Cooper (1977), Ignlzio (1976,1983) and Lee (1972).

     The interactive approaches, which assume that the DM is able to give

some preference information on a local level to a particular solution,

were first. inltiated by GeoffrSon et al.(1972) and further developed by

many researchers such as Sakawa (1981, 1982a), Sakawa and Mori (1983,

1984), Sakawa and Seo (1980,1982,1983), Sakawa and Yano (1984b), Steuer

and Choo (1983), Wierzbicki (1979,198e) and Zionts and Wallenius (1976).

     The interactive goal programming method propdsed by Dyer (1972) is a

first attempt to provide a link between goal programming and interactive

approaches. Since then several goal programming based interactive

methods which combine the attractive features from both goal programming

and interactive approaches have been proposed (Masud and Hwang, 1981;

Monarchi, Kislel and Duckstein, 1973; Weistroffer, 1982,1983,1984).

     However, considering the imprecise nature of the DM's judgements tn

multiobjective programming problems, fuzzy programming approaches (e.g.
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Kickert, 1978; Zimmermann, 1983; Zimmermann, Gaines and Zadeh, 1984) seem

to be very appiicable and promising for solving multiobjective

programming problems.

     An application of the theory of fuzzy set (Zadeh, 1965) to

multiobjective linear programming problems was first presented by

Zimmermann (1978) and further studied by Leberling (1981) and Hannan

(1981). Following the fuzzy decision or the mlnimum--operator proposed by

Bellman and Zadeh (1970) together with linear, hyperbolic or piecewise

linear membership functions respectlvely, they proved that there exist

equivalent linear programming problems.

     However, suppose that the interaction with the DM establishes that

the flrst membership function should be linear, the second hyperbolic,

the third ptecewise linear and so forth. In such asituatlon, the

resuiting probiem becomes a nonlinear programming probiem and cannot be

solved by a linear programming technique.

     In order to overcome such difficulties, Sakawa (1983a, 1983b} has

proposed a new method by the combined use of the bisection method and the

linear programming method together with five types of membership

functlons; linear, exponential, hyperboiic, hyperbolic inverse and
piecewlse linear functions. This method was further extended for solving

multiobjective linear fractional (Sakawa and Yumine, 1983) and nonlinear

programming problems (Sakawa, 1984a).

     In these fuzzy approaches, however, it has been implicitly assumed

that the fuzzy decision or the minimum-operator of Bellman and Zadeh

(1970) is the proper representation of the DM's fuzzy preferences.

Therefore, these approaChes are preferable only when the DM feels that

the fuzzy decision or the minimum-operator is appropriate when combining
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the fuzzy goals andlor constraints. However such situations seem to

rarely occur, and consequently it becomes evident that an interaction

with the DM is necessary.

     Under these circumstances, assuming that the DM has a fuzzy goal for

each of the objective functions in multlobjective programming problems,

several interactive fuzzy decision making methods have been proposed by

incorporating the desirable features of both the goal programming methods

and the interactive approaches into the fuzzy approaches (Sakawa, Yumine

and Yano, 1984a,1984b; Sakawa and Yano, 1984a, 1985b,1985d}.

     However, when formuiatMg the multiobjective programming problem

which closely descrlbes and represents the real decision situation,

varlous factors of the real system should be reflected in the description

of the objectlve functions and the constraints. Naturally these

objective functions and the constraints involve many parameters whose

possibie values may be assigned by the experts. In the previous

approaches, such parameters are fixed at some values in an experimental

and/or subjective manner through the experts' understandlng of the nature

of the parameters.

     In most practical situatlons, however, it is natura! to conslder

that the possible values of these parameters are often only ambiguously

known to the experts. In this case, it may be more appropriate to

interpret the experts' understanding of the parameters as fuzzy numerical

data which can be represented by means of fuzzy subsets of the real line

known as fuzzy numbers (Dubois and Prade, 1978,1980). The resulting

multiobjective programming problem involving fuzzy parameters would be

viewed as the more realistic version of the conventional one.
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     Recently, Tanaka and Asai (1981,1984) formulated the multiobjective

linear programming problems with fuzzy parameters, Followlng the fu2zy

decision' or the minimum operator proposed by Bellman and Zadeh (1970)

together with triangular membership functions for fuzzy parameters, they

considered two types of fuzzy multiobjective linear programming problems;

one is to decide the nonfuzzy solution and the other is to decide the

fuzzy solution.

     More recently, Orlovski (1983,1984) formulated general

multiobjective nonlinear programming problems wlth fuzzy parameters. He

presented two approaches to the formulated problems by making systematic

use of the extension principle of Zadeh (1975) and demonst,rated that

there exist ln some sense equivalent nonfuzzy formulations.

     Very recently, in order to deal with the multiobjective linear,

iinear fractlonai and noniinear programming problems with fuzzy

parameters characterized by fuzzy numbers, Sakawa and Yano (1985c,1985e,

1986b,1986d,l986f,1986g,l9861,1986j) lntroduced the concept of

ct-multiobjecttve programming and (M-)or-Pareto optimality based on the

ct-level sets of the fuzzy numbers. Then they presented several

interactive dectsion making methods not only in objective spaces but also

in membership spaces to derive the satisfic' lng solution of the DM

efficiently from among an (M-)or-Pareto optimal solution set for

multiobjectlve linear, linear fractlonal and nonlinear programming

problems as a generallzation of their previous resuits (Sakawa,1983a,

1983b,1984a; Sakawa and Yano, 1985f,1986h; Sakawa, Yano and Yumine, 1986;

Sakawa and Yumine, 1983; Sakawa, Yumlne and Yano, 1984a,1984b).

     Finally, it is appropriate to mention some application areas of the

mu!tiobjective approach. Although most of the early practical
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applications have been accomplished in the areas of water resources
                                                                     '
pianning (see, for example, the texts by Haimes 1977, Cohon 1978),

regional planning (e.g. Rietveld 1980) and environmental planning (e.g.

Nijikamp 1979). Many other real-•world problems are inherently

multiobjective. As we look at recent engineering and industrial
ap' plications of the multlobjective approach, we can see continuing

advances. They can be found, for example, in the areas of optimal design

of shallow arches (e.g. Stadler 1983a,b), electronic circuit design (e.g.

Lightner 1979), operation of a packaging system in automated warehouses

(e.g. Sakawa 1983b), management of the erection of a cablestayed bridge

(Ishido, Nakayama, Furukawa, lnoue and Tanikawa 1986) and 'pass scheduliBg

for hot tandem mills (Sakawa, Narazaki, Konishi, Nose and Morita 1986).

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

     In multlobjective programming problems, multiple objectives are

often noncommensurable and conflict with each other, and consequently the

alm is to find a compromise or satisficing solution of a decision maker

(DM) which is also Pareto optimal based on his/her subjective value-

judgement.

     However, considering the imprecise or f'uzzy nature of the human

judgements, a fuzzy approach seems to be very appiicable and promising

for multiobjectlve programming problems under fuzziness. Two types of

fuzziness of human judgements should be incorporated in multiobjective

programmjng problems. One is the experts' ambiguous understanding of the

nature of the parameters in the problem-formulation process, and the

other is the fuzzy goals of the DM for each of the objective functions.
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     In order to cope with both types of fuzziness, in this thesis, we

formulate multiobjective linear, linear fractional and nonlinear

programming problems with fuzzy parameters and present several

interactive decision making methods for obtaining the satisficing

solution of the decision maker based on hislher subjective imprecise

value-judgements. The fuzzy parameters in the description of the

objective functions and the constraints, which reflect the experts'

amblguous understanding of the nature of the parameters in the problem-

formulat' ion process, are characterized by fuzzy numbers, The concept of

ct--multiobjective linear, linear fractional and nonlinear programming

together with M-or-Pareto optimality is introduced based on the ct--level

sets of the fuzzy numbers, The fuzzy goals of the DM for each of the

objective functions are quantlfied by eliciting the corresponding

membership functions. Then interactive decision making methods for

rnultiobjective linear, linear fractional and nonlinear programming

prebiems are presented to derive the satisficing solution of the decision

maker efficiently from among M-or--Pareto optimal solution sets based on

his!her subjecttve judgement. On the basis of the proposed methods,

tlme-sharing computer programs for all the proposed methods are written

in FORTRAN to impiement rnan-machine Mteractive Procedures. Illustrative

numerical examples for multiobjective linear, linear fractional and

nonltnear programming problems with fuzzy parameters are demonstrated

along with the corresponding computer outputs.

     Organization of each Chapter is briefly summarized as follows: '

     Chapter 2 is concerned with a new linear programming based on an

interactive decision making method for the multiobjectlve linear
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programming problems with fuzzy pararrieters in order to derive the
                                                                  'satlsficing solution of the decision maker from among an M--ct-Pareto

optimal solution set by updating hislher reference membership values

and/or the degree or on the basis of the current M-ct-Pareto optimal

solution as well as the trade-off rates.

     In Chapter 3', a new interactive decision making method for

multiobjective linear fractional programming problems with fuzzy

parameters is proposed on the basis of the linear programming method. In

the proposed interactive method, the satisficing solution of the DM can

be derived from among an M-or--Pareto optimal solution set by updating

his/her reference membership values andlor the degree ct together with

trade-off information.

     Chapter 4 is devoted to developing a new lnteractive decision making

method for multiobjective nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy

parameters. In the proposed interactive decision making method, in order

to generate a candidate for the (local) satisficing solution which is

also (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal, if the DM specifles the degree ct of the

ct-level sets and the reference membership values, the DM is supplied with

the corresponding (iocal) M-ct-Pareto optimal solution together with the

trade-off rates. Then by considering the currenf values of the objective

or membershlp functions and or as well as the trade-off rates, the DM acts

on this solution by updating hislher reference membership va!ues and!or

degree ct.

     Chapter 5 develops new interactive computer programs on the basis of

the methods proposed in Chapters 2,3 and 4 to facilitate the interaction

processes. Moreover, in order to demonstrate the feasibility and

efficiency of both the proposed algorithms and the corresponding computer
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programs, interaction processes for several numerical examples for

multiobjective linear, linear fractional and nonlinear programming

problems with fuzzy parameters under the hypothetical decision maker are

shown together with the corresponding computer outputs.

     The Appendix presents generalized scalarizing methods for

multiobjective programming problems, called the hyperplane methods, by

putting the special emphasis not only on generating Pareto optimal

solutions but also on obtaining trade-off information. Theresults

presented in the Appendix are the theoretical basis for the trade-off

information used in Chapters 2,3 and 4.
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                              CHAPTER 2

         INTERACTIVE DECISION MAKING FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE LINEAR

              PROGRAIVRVIING PROBLEMS WITH FUZZY PARAMETERS

2.1 Introduction

                                                                 '

     In muitiobjective programming problems, muitipie objectives are

usuaily noncommensurab!e and cannot be combined into a single objectlve.

Moreover, the objectives often conflict with each other in that any

improvement of one objective can be achieved only at the expense of

another. For most such multiobjective programming problems, in addition

to the decision analyst's role, value-judgement-based analysis of a

decision maker plays an essential role. To be more explicit, it is

particularly important how to combine the roles of a decision maker and a

decision analyst in order to find a compromise o" satlsflcing solution of

a decision maker which is also Pareto optimal. However, when formulating

the multiobjective programming problem which closely descrlbes and

represents the real-world decision situation, various factors of the

real-world system should be reflected in the descriptlon of the objective;

functions and the constraints. Naturally these objective functions and

the constraints involve many parameters whose possible values may be

assigned by the experts. In the cenventional approaches, such parameters
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are fixed at some values in an experimental andlor subjective manner
                                                                     'through the experts' understanding of the nature of the parameters.

     In most real--world situations, however, it may be reasonable to

assume that the possible values of these parameters are often only

imprecisely or ambiguously known to the experts. In thls case, it would

certainly be more appropriate to interpret the experts' understanding of

the parameters as fuzzy numerical data which can be represented by means

of fuzzy subsets of the real line known as fuzzy numbers (Dubois and

Prade l978,1980). The resulting multiobjective programming problem

involving fuzzy parameters would be viewed as the more reallstic version

of the conventional one.

     Recently, Tanaka and Asai (1981,l984) formulated the multiobjective

linear programmMg problems with fuzzy parameters, Following the fuzzy

decislop, or the minimum operator proposed by Bellmars and Zadeh (1970)

together with triangular membership functions for fuzzy parameters, they

considered two types of fuzzy multlobjective Iinear programming problems;

one is to decide the nonfuzzy solution and the other is to decide the

fuzzy solution.

     However, it should be emphaslzed here that their approaches are

preferable only when the decision maker feels Åíhat the minimum-operator

is appropriate. In other words, in general decision situations, human

decision makers do not always use the minimum-operator when they combine

the fuzzy goals andlor constraints. Probably the most crucial problem is

the identification of an appropriate aggregation function whlch well

represents the human decision makers' fuzzy preferences. If the

appropriate aggregation function can be explicitly identified, then the

problem reduces to a standard mathematical programming problems.
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However, this rarely happens and as an alternative, it becomes evident
                                                                  'that an interaction with the decision maker ts necessary. .

     In this chapter, we focus on the multiobjective linear programming

problems with fuzzy parameters characterized by fuzzy numbers. To cope

with the fuzzy parameters of the experts' together with the fuzzy goals

of the decision maker, the concept of M-ct-Pareto optimality ls introduced

by extending the ordinary Pareto optimality concept, Then a new

interactive decision making method to derive the satisficing solution of

the decision maker efficiently from among an M-ct-Pareto optlmal solution

set is presented on the basis of the }inear programming method as a

generalization of the results for multiobjective linear programming

problems without fuzzy parameters by Sakawa (1983a,1983b).

2.2 Problem Statement and Solution Concept

     Consider multiobjective linear programming {MOLP) problems of the

following form:

     min ( clx , c2x , ••• , ckx )

     xEx = {xE EFi I ajxs bj, j=1,...,m ;xlO },

where Å~ is an n-dimensional column vector of decision variables, cl,
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c2,...,ck are n--dimenslonal cost factor row vectors, al, a2,..., am are

                                                                     '
n--dimensional constraint row vectors and bl, b2,..., bm are constantS.

     Fundamental to the MOLP is the Pareto optimal concept, aiso known as

a noninferior solution. Qualitatively, a Pareto optimal solution of the

MOLP is one where any improvement of one objective function can be
                                                 'achieved only at the expense of another.

Definition 2.1 (Pareto optimal solution)

     xx E X is said to be a Pareto eptimal solution to the MOLP, if and

only if there does not exist another x EXsuch that c.x5c.xx,                                                             11

i=1,,..,k with strict inequality holding for at least one i.

     In practlce, however, it would certainly be more appropriate to

consider that the possible values of the parameters in the description of

the objective funct.ions and the constraints usually invoive the ambiguity

of the experts" understanding of the real system. For this reason, in

this chapter, we conslder the foilowing multiobjective linear programming

problem involving fu' zzy parameters (MOLP--FP) :

     min ( clx , c2x ,..•, ckx )

     x E x(5, b-) g { Å~ E Ein l "ajx s Nbj ,j=1,,,. ,m ; x ) o }.

-13-



        -v. - - -e - NNHere ci = (Cil,..•,cin), and aj = (ajl,...,ajn}, bj represent

respectively fuzzy parameters involved in the objective function c'V i.x

and the constraint aN .x s S. .
                    Jj
     These fuzzy parameters are assumed to be characterized as the fuzzy

numbers introduced by Dubois and Prade {1978,1980), It is appropriate to

review here that a real fuzzy number p is a convex continuous fuzzy

subset of the real line whose membership function u-(p) is defined as:
                                                   P

     (1) A continuous mapping from En to the closed interval [O,1],

     (2) up-v(p) = O for all p E (-co,pl],

     (3) Strtct1y increasing and continuously differentiable on (p1,P2},

     (4) up`-(p) = 1 for all p E [P2,P3],

     (5) Strictly decreasing and continuously differentiable on (p3,P4),

     (6) up-(p) =O for all pE [p4,+co )•

     Fig. 2.1 illustrates the graph of the pos.sible shape of the fuzzy

number p.

     ikle now assume that EIi1,...,c"jn, aNjl,...,i.n and bNj in the moLP-FP

are fuzzy numbers whose membership functions are u-                                                 Ci1(Ci1 )''''' llC'Vi• n {Ci'n ') '

Ua-jl(ajl)'''', Ua'V jn(ajn) and ii5- j(bj) respectively. For simplicity 1'n

the notation, define the following vectors:
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C X (Cl''

a = (al ,.

--

--

,Ck)'

,a ), m

C = (Cl'''

 b= (bl,•

.,ck) , a = (al,..

••,bm), b = (bl,''

.

.

,am

,bm

)t

).

p--(p)
p

  1
1

l

t

l

l

l

t

l

e

t

'

1

1

l

l

l

'

I

l

l

l

l

l

1

i

l

i

            o
                  Pl P2 P3 P4

                    Fig. 2.I Fuzzy number

     Then we can introduce the following or-level set

Prade 1980) of the fuzzy numbers a. , b. and c- ,
                                      J                                Jr                                              lr

Definition 2.2 (ct--level set)

    The or-levei set of the fuzzy numbers a. ,b. and
                                        Jr                                            J

ordinary set L (a,b,c) for which the degree of their
             ct

exceeds the level or:

 L.(a,b,c) = {(a,b,c) l ua'v. (ajr} l ct, iis". (bj ) ) .ct,

                        Jr                                       J

             i=1,..,,k, j=1,.,,,m, r=1,...,n } .

p

or or-cut {Dubo1s and

    is defined as theC.
 Ir

 membership functions

u.'t . (9r)) or'
  lr

             (2.3)
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p-• (p)
p

  1

  a2

al

o

-----

  l' ii
--- +--------------l---

   L    a2

   La
    1

. 2.2

(p)

(p-')

'
t

t
t

Fig or-1evel set

p

The concept of the ct--level set is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. As can be

seen from Fig. 2.2, it is clear that the level sets have the following

property:

    or1 5 os2 if and only if L.1(-a,-b,ZI) ) L.2(5,bN,c-) . (2.4)

    For a certain degree ct, the MOLP-FP (2.2) can be understood as the

following nonfuzzy cemultiobjectlve iinear programming (or-MOLP) problem,

    min ( clx, c2x ,•••, ckx )
                          '
   subject to

    x E X(a, b) -" { x E EP l ajx 5 bj ,j=1,...,m ; x k O }, (2. 5)

    (a,b, c} E L (5, b-, c-) .
              ct
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     It should be emphasized here that in the or-MOLP the parameters

(a,b,c) are treated as decision variables rather than constants.

     On the basis of the eclevel sets of the fuzzy numbers, we introduce

the concept of ct-Pareto optimal solutions to the or-MOLP.

Definition 2.3 (ct-Pareto optimal solution)

   xx E X(ax,bx) is said to be an ct-Pareto optimal solution to the ct-MOLP

(2.5), if and only if there does not exist another Å~ E X(a,b), (a,b,c)

E L (5,bN,c-) such that c.x 5 cxxx , i=1,...,k, with strict inequality

holding for at least one i, where the corresponding values of parameters

(ax,bx,cx) are called or-level optimal parameters.

2.3 Interactive Decision Making under Fuzziness

                                         '
2.3.1 Fuzzy CLDals

     As can be immediately understood from Definition 2.3, in general,

ct-Pareto optimal soiutions to the or-MOLP (2.5) consist of an infinite

number of points and some kinds of subjective judgement should be added

to the quantitative analyses by the decision maker (DM). Namely, the DM

must select hislher compromise or satisflcing solution from among

ct-Pareto optimal solutions based on hislher subjective judgement.

    However, considering the impreÅëise nature of the DM's judgement, it

is natural to assume that the DM may have imprecise or fuzzy goals for

each of the objective functions in the or-MOLP (2.5). In a minimization
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problem, a goal stated by the DM may be to achieve "substantially less"

than A. This type of statement can be quantified by elicitinl; a

corresponding membership function.

     In order to elicit a membership function ul(cix) from the DM for

each of the objective functions cix, i=1,...,k, in the ct-moLP (2.5), we

ftrst calculate the individual minimum and maximum of each objective

function under the given constraints for ct =O and ct = 1, By taking

account of the calculated individual minimum and maximum of each

objective function for or = O and or =1 together with the rate of

increase of membership of satisfaction, the DM may be able to determine

hislher membership function ui(cix) in a subjective manner which is a

strictly monotone decreasing function with respect to cix.

     So far we have restricted ourselves to a minimization problem and

consequently assumed that the DM has a fuzzy goal such as " cix should

be substantially less than Ai". In the fuzzy approaches, we can

further treat a .more general case where the DM has two types of fuzzy

goa!s, namely fuzzy goals expressed in words such as " cix should be

in the vicinity of Ci" (called fuzzy equal) as well as " cix should be

substantially less than A. or greater than B." (called fuzzy min or                           11
fuzzy max). Such a generalized a-MOLP (Gor-MOLP) problem may now be

expressed as:

                       '

     fuzzy min cix (i E II)

     fuzzy max cix (1 E I2)
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     fuzzy equal cix (i E I3)
                                                                   '

     subject to xEX(a,b) (2.6)
                  (a, b, c) e L (5, b-, ce)
                            or

where Il U I2 U I3 = { 1,2,...,k }.

     In order to elicit a membership function ui(cix) from the DM for a

fuzzy goal like " cix shouid be in the vicinity of Ci", it ls obvious

that we can use different functions to the left and right sides of C..
                                                                 i

     Concerning the membershAp functions of the Gct-MOLP, it is reasonable

to assume that ui{cix), i E II and the right side functions of lli(ci Å~),

i E I3 are strictly monotone decreasing and continuous functions with

respect to cix, and Mi(cix), iE I2 and the left side functions of

Ut(cix), i E I3 are strictly monotone increasing and continuous functions

with respect to c.x, To be more explicit, each membership function
                i

lli(cix) of the Gctpt-MOLP for i E II, 2 G I2 or i E I3 is defjned and its

possible shape is depicted as follows:

(1) iG II ;

                  i or .i if (cix)A ) cix,

     lii(ci x) = Di R( cix ) if (ci x)k s cix s (ci x)R , - (2.7)

                  o or •o' if cix ) (ci x)R ,
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(2)
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(3} iE I3 :

                                                o                               if cix 5 (cix)L ,                 O or .O

                 DiL(cix) if (cix)2 s cixs (cix)L ,

                                                          '     lli(cix) = 1 if (cix)L s clxs(cix)il} ,                                                             (2.9)

                 DiR(cix) if (cix)k s cix s (cix)R ,

                 o or .o if (ci x)R s cix•

    Here it is assumed that DiR(cix) or DiL(cix) is respectively a

strictiy monotone decreasing or Mcreasing and continuous function with

respect to cix and may be iinear or noniinear, and (cix)2 and (cix)R

are unacceptable leveis for cix and (cix)i and (cix}k are totally

desirab!e ievels for c•x,
                    ;

Pi(cix)

    1

o

  (•)D iL

t
1
l
t

t

l
1
1

t
1
t

t

t
,

:
:
:
:
:
i
l

  (•)D iR

(cix)

Fig.

2 (cix)1

 2.5 Fuzzy equal

(etx)ft

 membership

(cix)R cix

function
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     When fuzzy equal is included in the fuzzy goals of the DM, it is

                                                                  'desirable that cix should be as close to Ci as possible. Consequently,

the notion of ct-Pareto optimal solutions defined in terms of objective

functions cannot be applied. For this reason, we introduce the concept

of M-or-Pareto optimal solutions which is defined in terms of membership

functions instead of objective functions, where M refers to membership.

Definition 2.4 (M•-ct-Pareto optimal solution}

     xx e X(aN,bx) is said to be an M-ct-Pareto optimal solution to the

Gct-MOLP, if and only if there does not exist another Å~ G X(a,b), (a,b,c)

G L.(5,bN,c-) such that ui(cix} ) lii(clxi),i=1,...,k, with strict

inequality holding for at !east one t, where the corresponding values of

parameters (aN,bx,cx) are called ct-level optimal parameters.

     Observe that the concept of M-ct--Pareto optimal solutions defined in

terms of membership functions is a natural extension of that of or-Pareto

optimal solutions defined in terms of objective functions, when fuzzy

equal is included in the fuzzy goals of the DM.

     Having elicited the membership functions ui(ciÅ~),i=1,...,k from the

DM for each of the objective functions c.x, i=1,...,k, if we introduce a
                                       i

general aggregation function

        UD( Ul (Cl X), U2 (C2 Å~) ,•••, lk (i X}, ct ), (2. 10)

a general fuzzy ct-multiobjective decision problem (Fct-MODP) can be

defined by:
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        MaX llD( Vl(ClX), ;t2(C2X),•••, li<(Ci<X), ct ), (2.11)

     subject to

         (Å~,a,b,c) e P( ct), ct E( e, 1 ]. (2.12)

where P(ct) is the set of M-ct-Pareto optimal solutions and corresponding

or-level optimal parameters to the Gor-MOLP.

     Probably the most crucial problem in the Fct-MODP is the

identification of an appropriate aggregation function which well

represents the human decision makers' fuzzy preferences. If uD(.) can be

explicitiy identified, then the For-MODP reduces to a standard

mathematical programming problem. However, this rarely happens and as an

alternative, it becomes evident that an interaction with the DM is

necessary.

     Throughout this section we make the following assumptions.

sssumptien 2.i The fuzzy goais of the DM can be quantified by

eliciting the correspondMg membership functions through the interaction

with the DM.

Assumption 2.2 uD(.) exists and is known only impiicitly to the DM,

which means the DM cannot specify the entire form of uD(.), but helher

can provide local information concerning his/her preference. Moreover,

it is strictly increasing and continuous with respect to ui(.) and or.

2.3.2 Minimax Problems
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     For generating a candidate for the satisficing solution which is

also M-ct-Pareto optimal in our decision making method, the DM is asked to

speclfy the degree or of the ct-level set and the reference levels of

achievement of the membership functions, cailed reference membership

values. Observe that the idea of the reference membership values first

appeared in Sakawa, Yumine and Yano (1984a,b} can be viewed as an obvious

extension of the idea of the reference point of Wierzbicki (1979a). Once

the DM's degree or and reference membership values u., i=1,...,k, are
                                                     i

specified, the corresponding M-or-Pareto optimal solution, which is in a

sense close to his/her requirement or better than that if the reference

levels are attainable, is obtained by solving the following minimax

problem.

      min
     x E X(a,
(a,b, c) E L (5
          or

b)
,S,c-)

max
15i5k

( Ul - Ui (c. x) ) ,
 1

(2.13)

or equivalently

   min

subject to

v

u, - 1

a.x 5
J

(a,b,

u.
 1

b

c)

(c. x)
  1

. , j=1
J

EL (a
    ct

5

'

'

  v,

...sme

ff' C-, .

i=1,...,

 x)o

k,

'

(2.14)

Fig. 2.6 illustrates a graphical description of the m1n1maxprob1em,
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     However, with the strictly monotone decreasing or lncreasing
                                                                     'membership function given by (2,7)-(2.9), which may be nonlinear, the

resulting problem becomes a nonlinear programming problem. In order to

solve the formulated problem on the basis of the linear programming

method, we first convert each constraint u. - u.(c.x) 5 v, i=1,...,k, of
                                          11                                                  1

the minimax problem (2.14) into the following form using the strictly

monotone property of DiL(•) and DiR(•) •

P2(C2X)

    1

    V2

v2(c' 2ex,e )

       1p(c"x') t
       l
       :
       ;

       l

       :

       :

1
t

t
'

 1
1

   !  '  t 1
!

z
l

1

1

I
'

l

1

l

1

I

 l
l

 1
I

I

 ;
 I

l

 l
 1

l

o

"

Fig

     P1(Clx.)

. 2.6 Minimax

    Pl 1

problem

Pl(CIX)

cix s DI.k( -llj -v ),

cix z DT•IL( "u'j -v ),

iE II U

iE I2 U

I

I

3

3

(2

(2

.

.

15)

16)
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    Now we introduce the following set-valued fUnCtiOnS SiR(,), SiL,(.)

and T .(.,.}.
    J

    Si R(ci) = { (x,v) l cix 5 D;. k( "u' 1• - v } } , i E II U II3                                                             (2.17)

    SiL(ci) = { (x,v) l cix l DI. L( 'u,. - v ) } , i E I2 U II3                                                             (2.18)

    Tj(aj,bj) ={xl ajx 5 bj }, j=1,.,.,k. (2.19}

    Then, it can be verified that the following relations hold for

SiR(•), SiL(•) and Tj(.,.), when x ) o .

Propositlon 2.1

(1} If cl. s c?., then siR(cl•) ) siR(c?•) and siL(ci) C SiL(c?• )•

(2) if al. s aZ, then T.(al.,b.) )T.(a?,b.).
                                      JJ                         Jj                              JJ         JJ
(3) If bl. 5 b:, then Tj(aj,bl.) C Tj(aj,b?.).

                                                          '

    Now from the properties of the ct-level sets for the vectors of the

fuzzy numbers c- il a- j and the fuzzy numbers b"' j, it should be noted here

that the feasible regions for ci,aj and bj can be denoted respectively by

the intervais [ ck. ., cB.. ],[ aLj., aRj.] and [ bLj., i3j.] as shown in Fig.

    Consequently, by making use of the results in Proposition 2.1, we

can obtain an optimal solution to (2.14) by solving the following

problem.
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                                iI       :t
                     c. a       c?'a cla 1 ab•a aS•a j b

              Fig. 2.7 Feasible region for ci, aj and bj

     mln v
                c\. .x 5 DT. li( il 1.- v ), i E II U I3,   subject to

                cB. .x k D;.E( 'll'1.-v), sE I2 U I3,

                 ae• ctÅ~ s b5• or , j=i,... ,m, x i e

     It is important to note here that in this formulation

of v is fixed, it can be reduced toaset of linear

ObtainMg the optimal solution vx to the above problem is

determining ti e minimum value of v so that there exists an

satisfying the constraints of (2.20). Since v satisfies

     , where u denotes the maximum value of u. , i=1, u  max               max                                                1

p-
ci

1

a

o

P5.
 J
 1

 a

 o

P6
 j

1

a

 o

'

1

,

t
t

I

l

:
:
:

L
ja

bB
Ja

(2.20)

, if the value

 inequa1ities.

 equivalent to

admissible set

     -- 1 Sv5u
 max

...,k, we have

bj
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the following method for solving this problem by combined use of the

bisection method and the simplex method of linear programming.

uaSt 1 Set v= llmax and test whether an admissibleset satisfying the

        constraints of (2.20) exists or not by making use of phase one

        of the simplex method. If an admissible set exists, proceed.

        Otherwise, the DM must reassess hislher membership function.

vaSt 2 Set v = umax - 1 and test whether an admisslble set satisfying

        the constraints of (2.20} exists or not using phase one of the

        simplex method. If an admissible set exists, set vX = Umax' 1•

        Otherwise go to the next step, since the minimumvwhich

        satisfies the constraints of (2.20) exists between u - 1 and
                                                         max

        v.         max

suSt 3 For the initial value of v= ' umax -- O.5, update the value of

        v using the bisection method as follows :

     ' vn+1 = vn h 112n+1 if admissible set exlsts for vn ,

                      n+1             =v + 1!2 lf no admissible set exists for v .

        Namely, for each vn (n=1,2,...), test whether an admissible set

        of (2.2e) exists or not using the sensitivity analysls technique

        for the changes in right hand side of the simplex method and

        determine the minimum value of v satisfying the constraints of

        (2.20).
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     In this way, we can determine the optimal solution vx. Then the DM

selects an appropriate standing objective from among the objectives ci' ~,

i=1,...,k. For notational convenience, in the following, without loss of

generality, let it be clx and 1 E II. Then the following linear

programming problem is solved for v = vx.

      .L             C1 orX     mln

                 c\. .x S DI. k( Mui - vx ), iE IIU I3, (2.21)   subject to

                 cB. .x k Dl.L{ Ul. - vec ), iE I2U I3g

                 aLx s bR , j=i,...,m, xko•
                  J or                           J ct

     For convenience in our subsequent discussion, we assume that the

optimal solution xK to (2.21) satisfies the following conditions:

          c\. .xK = DI• k( il i• "' vK ), i G IIV I3R e

          ces. .xN : Dl. L( du i• e- vx ), i E i2V i3L •

where I3= I3LU I3R and I3Lft I3R= tp e .

Then it is interesting to note that c\•.(i E II V I3R), CB•.(i E I2 U I3L)

aL and bR (j=i,.,.,m) are ct-ievei optimai parameters for any M-or-pareto
 J or         J ct

optimal solution.

     The relationships between the optlmal solutions to (2.20) and the

M-or-Pareto optimal concept of the Gct-MOLP can be characterized by the

following theorems.
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Theorem 2.1

     If xx

M-ct-Pareto

<Proof)

    Assume

Then, since

are ct-level

(a,b,c) E

u.(c.x) )
 1 ,1

least one i

     max
 iE II UI

is a unique optimal

optimal solution te

 that xx is not an

  L ci.(i E II U I3R)'

 eptimal parameters

 L (5,bN,c-) such
  ct

 u. (clE? xx), (i G i
  i     1 or

. Then it holds

  ( nyu'. - u(c\ xx)

     ll            1 ct
3R

   max
i E I2 U I3L

( - u• - ll.(cR xx)

   ll          1 or

which contradicts

(2.20).

Theorem 2.2

     If xN is an

an optimal solution

the fact

M- ct-Pareto •

 to (2.20)

solution to (2.20),

the Gct-MOLP.

then xN is an

M-ct--Pareto optimal solution to the Gct-MOLP.

 cB•.(i G i2 U I3L) and ats., bRjct (j=1,...,m)

 to the Gct-MOLP, there exist x G X(a,b} and

that ui (ci x) ) ui (cY• .xx), (i E II U I3R ),

2 U I3L), Strict inequality holding for at

that

) l max ( u, - u. (c. Å~) )                    1 11      i E II U I3R

   ) max { "ta'. - li.(cl:J x) ),
                    ll                           l or      iG II U I3R

         max ( u. - u. (c. x) ))l                    ll                           1      i G I2 U I3L

   ) max ( il. - u.(cEi x) ),
                           l ct                    11      i e I2 U I3L

 that xx is a unique optimal solution to

                                  Q.E.D.

optima1

for some

solution to the Gor-MOLP,
           '
  u = ( Ul ,,••, L5< )•

then XX IS
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(Proof)

     Assume that (xx,vx) is not an optimai solution to (2.20) for any il

satisfying

     -ll'i - ui(ck..xx) = vx, iE ii U i3R

     'ul. - ui(cB. orxN) = vx, iE I2 U I3L

Then there exists x E X(a,b) such that

     ilj - ui (c\. .Å~) < 'u l. - lii (cll;'. xN), i E II U I3R

     -lli. - ui(cB..x) < -u'j -- vl(c5..xx), iG I2 U I3L '

Thls implies that ui(c\• .Å~) > ul(ck• ctxx), (i E II U I3R), Ul(cll.x) >

u.(cR xx), (i E I. UI                        ), which contradicts the fact that xx is an                 l 3L 1    1or

M-ct-Pareto optima! solution to the Gor-MOLP. Q.E.D.

     It must be observed here that for generating M-ct-Pareto optimal

solut2ons uslng Theorem 2.i, uniqueness of solution must be verified.

In the ad hoc numerScal approach, however, in order to test the M-a-

Pareto optimallty of a current optlmal solution xN, we formulate and

solve the followlng linear programming problem:

               k
         max i.[li Ei

       subject to

             LL            CI orX + Ei = Cl orXX , Ei lO,iE IIU I3R (2.22}
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            RR           ci ctx - Ei = ci orxx , Ei )O ,i E I2U I3L

           ait Å~ s bR , j= i,... ,m , Å~)o •
                     J ct            J ct

Let x and E be an optimal solution to (2.22). If all E, = O, then xx is
                                                     i

an M-ct-Pareto optimal solution. If at least one Ei > O, it can be easily

shown that Å~ is an M-ct-Pareto optimal solution.

2.3.3 lnteractive Algorithm

    Now given the M--or-Pareto optimal solution for the degree ct and the

reference membership values specified by the DM by solving the

corresponding minimax problem, the DM must either be satlsfied with the

current M-ct-Pareto optimal solution and ct, or update his!her reference

membership values and!or the degree or . In order-to help the DM express

hislher degree of preference, trade-off information between a standing

membership function and each of the other membership functions as well as

between the degree ct and the membership functions is very useful. Such a

trade-off information is easily obtainable since it ls closely related to

the simplex multipliers of the problem (2.21).

    To derive the trade-off information, define the following Lagrangian

function L corresponding to the problem (2.21).

L = C\orÅ~ t iEIIS I3RRiR{ck•.Å~ - Dl•k( -llj - vx)}
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                                             m    + iEI2iii I3LniL{DI•L( -ul• •- vx) - cllie.x } + jil Aj (Eli.x - bRJ..) (2.23)

where ffiL, EiR and Aj are simplex multipliers corresponding to the

constraints of (2.21).
                                                  '
     Here, we assume that the problem (2.21) has a unique and

nondegenerate optimal solution satisfying the foHowlng conditions

     (1) rriR > O, iEII U I3R,iS1

     (2) EiL > O, iE I2U I3L•

     Then, by using the results in Haimes and Chankong (1979), the

following expression holds .

              L          a( c                x)              1cr        - a( c\. .x ) = "iR' iG II U I3R'i ij 1 (2•24)

                                                                '
              L          a( c                x)              l cr        "s( cRx) " as' iliL' iEI2U I3L (2•25)
              l or

Furthermore, using t.he strictly monotone decreasing or increasing

property of DiR(.) or DiL<,) together with the chain rule, if DiR(.) and

DiL(`) are differentiable at the opttmal solution to (2.21), it holds

that

       aul( ck.x ) DiR( clrctÅ~ )
     - aUi( c\• .x ) = DiR( clr. .x ) "iR ' iE ii U i3R, i-i (2.26)

       aul( cY.x ) DiR( clf.x )
     ' au.i( cEii.Å~ ) = ' DiL( cll,l.x ) RiL ' iG i2U i3L (2.27}
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where DiR(.) and DiL(.) denote the differential coefficients of DiR(.)

       (.) respectively.and D     iL

     Regarding a trade-off rate between ul(c\orÅ~) and ct, the foliowlng

                                                  'relation holds based on the sensitivity theorem (for details, see, e.g.,

Luenburger 1973 or Fiacco, 1983).

 aui(a.6E/'ctx ) . DiR(c?.x)i a(#tct)x + iGiiu i3RKiRa(!ill.or)Å~

                            a(cR) m a( aL: ) a( bR )
              -iel2Xu I3L"iL ai.or Å~ ' jilXj {-i-X.\;!-x - -i--l;l.i2L }

                                                               (2.28)

     It should be noted here that in order to obtain the trade-off rate

information from (2.26)-(2.27), all the constraints of the problem (2.21)

must be active for the current optimal solutlon. Therefore, if there are

inactive constraints, it is necessary to replace u. for inactive
                                                      i

                                                                'constraints by DiR(cli.'ctxi) + vx or DiL(c5.ctxx) + vx and solve the

corresponding problem (2.21) for obtaining the si.mplex multipliers.

     Now, following the above discussions, we can present the interactive

algorithm in order to derive the satisficing solution for the DM from

among the M-•ct-Pareto optimal solution set. The steps marked with an

asterisk involve interaction with the DM.

Ssute O Calculate the individual minimum and maximum of each objective

        function under given constraints for ct = O and or = 1.

}
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urSt lx Elicit a membership function ut(cix) from the DM for each of the

        objective functions.

vaSt 2x Ask the DM to select the initlal value of or (O 5 or 5 1) and set

         the initlal reference membership values ui= 1, i=1,...,k.

auSt 3 For the degree or and the reference membership values specified

        by the DM, solve the minimax problem and perform the M-drPareto

        optimality test.

uzSt 4x The DM is supplied with the correspondlng M-or-Pareto optimal

        solution and the trade-off rates between the membership

         functions and the degree ct . If the DM is satisfied with the

         current membership function values of the M-or-Pareto opt.imal

         solution and or, stop. Otherwise, the DM must update his/her

         reference membership values and/or the degree or by considering

         the current values of the membership functions and or together

         with the trade-off rates between the membership functions and

         the degr, ee ct, and return to step 3.

     Here lt should be stressed for the DM that (1) any improvement of

one membership function can be achieved only at the expense of at least

one of the other membership functlons for some fixed degree ct, and (2)

the greater value of the degree ct gives worse values of the membership

functions for some fixed reference membership values.

2.3.4 Numerical Example
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O.5

 o

     To clarify the concept of M-ct-Pareto optimality as well as the
                                                       '                                                                 '
proposed method, consider the following three objective linear

programming problem with fuzzy parameters.

     fuzzy min zl{x,cl) g 2xl + c12x2

     fuzzy max z2(Å~,c2) e 3xl - c22x2

     fuzzy equal z3(Å~,c-3) 4 cN31xl-Å~2 (2.29)

                  Å~ E Å~ 4 { (xl ,x2) I 3>{1 + xl2 - 12 5 O,   subject to

                          Xl + 2Å~2 - 12 5 O, xi) O, i=1,2 }

Where C-12, c- 22, and c'V 31 are fuzzy numbers whose membership functlons are

given below:

       Uc"12(C12) = MaX (1- O•5 Ic12 - 41, o},

       Uc-2i C22) = MaX (1-2 lci22 + O• 751, e), (2. 3o)

       Uc"31(C31) = MaX (1- IC31 - 2.51, o).

                      PE22 PE31
                       1 '1

                                            ' --•-•----,------- O.5 -------.- --- O.5 -•------ •----             t

                       oo      3 5 c12 --1 -O.5 c22 2 3 c31

                 Fig. 2.s Fuzzy numberS C12, C22, C31
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    Now, for illustrative purposes, suppose

the hypothetical DM establishes the following

functions for the three objective functions.

Ul(Zl) =

U2(Z2) "

U3(Z3) =

x

1

DIR(Zl) = (20 -- zl)!15,

o

o

D2L(Z2) = (z2- 3)!9,

1

o

D3L{Z3) = (z3+ 3)/3,

1

D3R(Z3) = (6 -• z3)16,

e

 55

20 5

 35

12 5

-3 5

  7  L3

e5z

65z

that the

 simple

Zl 5 5,

Zl S 20,

Zl ,

Z2 S 3,

% 5 12,

Z2'

Z3 5 -3,

Z3 5 O,

   o,

  5 6,3

3'

 interaction with

1inear membership

Vl(Zl)

   1

o

t

I
'
1

l

i

l

l

,

1

l

  (•)D IR

#2(Z2)

   1
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o
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t

l

t

1

1

t
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1

1
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y3(23)

   1
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      l/
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-3 o 6z   3

Fig. 2.9 Linear membership functions representing fuzzy goals
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     Fig. 2.9 illustrates a graphical description of the hypothetical

DM's linear membership functions representing hislher fuzzy goals for

each of the objective functions of (2.29).

     Also assume that the hypothetical DM selects the initial value of

the degree ct to be e.5, and the initial reference membership values

(Ul, U2, U3) to be (19130, 5/6, 1). Then the corresponding M-ct•-pareto

optimal solution can be obtained by solving the following problem.

     mln v    xEX
   subject to

     2Å~1 + 3x2 s Dik( -ul -- v)

     3xl + x2 ) D5L( 'u-2 - v )

     2xl - x2 s D5k( -ll3 -v)

     3Å~1-Å~2 ) D5L{ 'u'3 --v)

Solving this problem by combined use of the bisection method and the

simplex method of linear programmlng, we obtain the optimal solution vx =

1/6. In order to obtaln the corresponding optimal values of the decision

variable xN, we solve the followlng linear programming problem for vx =

1!6.

    xMilinx 2Xi+ 3x2

  subject to

    3Å~1 + x2 l D5L( 'u'2 - v+ )

    2xl -- Å~2 s D5R( -u3 - vx )
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    3xl -• x2z D5L( 'u'3-vx) ,
As a result, we get the following optimal values for vx, xx, z\ g

zl(xX,c\.), zs Q z2(xx,c;.), zs a z3(xx,cl3f.), u\ g ui(zl), i=l,...,k,

and the slmplex multipliers ( nsL, n5L, IIgR)•

     (X\, Å~5) = <2, 3), (z\, zs, zs} = {13, 9,1),

     (ur, us, us) = (7115, 2Z3, 5/6 ), ( Itli., 115t, T!Bk) = (8!5, O, 7!5).

From (2.26) and {2.27), the trade-off rates among the membership

functions become as foilows:

    -aaU,:[ lli = -RDi,E[ llliirrsL = -k iilgl5' ! = li ,

      aUl( Zr) DfR( Zr) (-1/15) 7 42    th aM3( zlf ) ptin " DdL( z{s ) Z5L = di (-1/6) s = 7s '

Concern2ng the trade-off rate between Ml(zl) and or, from (2.28) we have:

     eutsgzie) . ,i,,.\,{eiLi.or ,s , ,l!, ag,.ct .l, .. ,,th. af2.a ,f}

              = (-1115) { (1/2)Å~3 + (7/5}Å~1Å~2 - (815)Å~(-•2)Å~3 }

                                            '              = -l39/150,

     Observe that the DM can obtain his!her satisficing solution from

among an M-ct-Pareto optima! solution set by updating his/her reference

membershlp values andlor the degree ct on the basis of the current values

of the membership functions and ct together with the trade-off rates among

the values of the membership functions and the degree ct.
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2.4 Conclusion

     In this chapter, we have proposed a new interactive decision making

method for multiobjective linear programming problems with fuzzy

parameters to cope with the imprecise nature of human judgements. As the

conclusions of this chapter, the desirable features of our proposed

                                                      'method will be summarized as follows,

(1) The experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of the parameters

     in the problem-formulation process can be incorporated.

(2) The fuzzy goals of the DM can be quantified by eliciting the

     corresponding membership functions, which may be nonlinear.

(3) For the degree or and the reference membership values specified by

     the DM, the corresponding M-or-Pareto optimal solution can be easily

     obtained by selving the minimax preblems based mainly on the well

     known linear programming method.

{4) M-ct-Pareto optimality of the generated solution in each iteration is

     guaranteed by performing the M-ct-Pareto optimality test.

(5) The trade-off lnformation between the membership functions and the

     degree or is easily obtalnable, since it is closely related to the

     simplex multipliers of the minimax problems. "

(6) The satisficing solution of the DM can be derived efficiently from

     among M-ct-Pareto optimal solutions by updating his/her reference

     membership values andlor the degree or based on the current values of

     the M-or-Pareto optimal solution together with the trade-off

     information between the membership functions and the degree ct.
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version of this chapter.
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parameters as a slighÅíly
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                              CHAPTER 3

         IurERAcrIVE DECISION MAKING FOR MULTIeBJEcrIVE LINEAR

         FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH FUZZY PARAMETERS

           '

3.1 Introduction

    As indicated in Kornbluth and Steuer (1981b) linear fractional

objectives (i.e., ratio objectives that have llnear numerator and

denominator ) are useful in production planning, financial and corporate

planning, health care and hospital planning and so forth. Examples of

fractional objectives in production planning include inventory/sales,

output/employee, etc. However, for single objective Iinear fractional

programming, the Charnes and Cooper (l962) transformation can be used to

transform the problem into a linear programming problem.

    Concerning multiobjective 11near fractionai programming (MOLFP) few

approaches have appeared in the literature (Choo and Atkins 1980;

Kornbluth and Steuer 1981a,1981b; Luhandjul,a 1984; Sakawa and Yumine

1983). Kornbluth and Steuer (1981a,1981b) present two different

approaches to MOLFP; one is the simplex-based approach and the other is

the goal programming approach. Choo and Atkins (1980) proposed an

interactive approach to MOLFP based on the weighted Tchebycheff norm.

Luhandjula (1984) presents a linguistic approach to MOLFP by introducing
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iinguistic variables to represent linguistic aspirations of the decision

maker(DM). Sakawa and Yumine (1983) presented a fuzzy approach for

solving MOLFP by combined use of the blsection method and the linear

programming method together with five types of membership functions ;

linear, exponential, hyperbolic, hyperbolic inverse and piecewise linear

functions. Recently, Sa}<awa, Yano and Yumine (1986) have presented a

new interactive fuzzy satisficing method by combined use of the bisection

method and the linear programming method to derive the satisficing

solution for the DM efficiently from among a Pareto optimal solution set

by updating hislher reference values for each of the membership

functions, called the reference membership values, as a generalization of

the result in Sakawa and Yumine (1983).

     In this chapter, we further focus on multiobjective linear

fractionai prograrming problems wlth fuzzy parameters, which reflect the

experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of the parameters in the

problem--formulation process. Then by considering the imprecise nature of

the DM, we present a new interactive decision making method for obtaining

the satisficing solution of the DM on the basis of the linear programming

method as a generalization of the method of Sakawa, Yano and Yumine

                                              '(1986) for MOLFP.

3.2 Problem Statement and Solution Concept

     Consider multiobjective linear fractional programming (MOLFP)

problems of the following form:
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    min zl(x) = pl(x)lql(x)

    min z2(x) = p2(x)/q2(x)

       ........,. (3.1)
    min zk(x) = Pk(x)lqk(X)

subject to x E X = { Å~ G EP l ajx 5 bj , j=1,...,k ; x l O }

where x is an n-dlmensional column vector of decision variables, a• ls an
                                                            J

n-dimensional constraint row vector, bj is a constant, zl(Å~),,..,zk(x)

are k distlnct linear fractional objective functions and

    Pi(X) = CilXl + Ci2X2 + ''' + CinXn + Ci,n+1' (3.2)

    qi(X) = diiXi + di2Å~2 + ''' + dinXn + di,n+i'

Here it is customary to assume that the qi(Å~) >Ofor allxEX.

    Fundamental to the MOLFP is the Pareto optimal concept, also known

as a noninferior solution. Qualitatively, a Pareto optimal solution of

the MOLFP is one where any lmprovement of one objective functlon can be

achieved only at the expense of another.

Definition 3.1

    xx EX is

only if there

i=1,...,k with

 (Pareto optimal solution)

 said to be a Pareto optimal

  does not exist another x

strict inequality holding for

solution

E X such

 at least

to the moLFP,

that z.(x} 5
     i

one i.

 if and

z• (xx),
,1

    In practice, however, it

that the possible values

objective functions and the

 would certainly be

of the parameters

constraints usually

 appropriate to consider

in the description of the

 lnvolve the ambiguity of
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the experts' understanding of the real system. For this reason, in this

chapter, we consider the following multiobjective !inear fractional

programming problem involving fuzzy parameters (MOLFP-FP):

  mln z(Å~,c,d) 4 ( zl(x,cl,dl), Z2(X,C2,d2),•••, Zk(Å~,(?k,dk) ) (3.3)

subject to x E x(5, b-) 4 { x E EFil 'a' j x s - bJ. ,j=1,... ,m ; Å~ l O },

 where zi(x,cl,di) = pi(x,cl)/qi(x,di), (3.4)
       ' and pi (x, cNi > = cN n Xl + C"ei 2X2 + eee + C-'i nXn + C"i ,n+1,

         qi(Xsdk) = dnXi + di2X2 + '`' + dinXn + di,n+i' (3'5)

Here CNI• = (6it,e••,CN tn,CN
I•

,n,1), d" 1• = (d'V n,••",d'" m,dN
l•

,n,1) and

aj = (aji,•e•,ajn), bj represent respectively fuzzy parameters involved

ln the objective function zi(x,ci,di) and the constraint ajx 5 bj .

     These fuzzy parameters are assumed to be characterized as the fuzzy

numbers introduced by Dubois and Prade (1978,1980).

     we now assume that EIi, d'"j and a-'j , b-J. In the MoLFp--Fp are fuzzy

numbers whose membership functions are Uc'- j(ci), Ud" j (di ) and Ua- j (aj ) ,

ui'sv.(bj} respectively. For simplicity in the notation, define the
  J

following vectors:

 C = (Cl,•••,Ck), CN = (C"'1,•••,C-k) , d = (dl,..,,dk), d- = (il,...,dNk) ,

                                                              '
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                 -v - ht -V -- a = (al,...,am), a = (al,...,am) , b = {bl,•..,bm), b = (bl,...,bm} ,

   U,-(c) = (U,Nl(9 ),•••,U,"k(eq}} , k-(d) = (h-1 (q ),•••,eNk (" )) ,

   "a-(a) = ("a"i (ai )'''''"aN.(Eln )) ' i5N(b) = (;61 (9 )'''''ltSfi (I} )) '

    Then we can introduce the following or-level set or ct-cut (Dobois and

Prade 1980) of the fuzzy numbers a , b , c and d .

Definition 3.2 (or--level set)

    The ct-level set of the fuzzy numbers 5,b-,c- and d" i's defined as the

ordinary set L (aN ,b" ,c- ,d- ) for which the degree of their membership
               or

functions exceeds the level ct:

L.(a,b,c,d} = { {a,b,c,d) i UaN,                            jr(ajr) l ct' %"j (bj)) "' Uc-ir {9r)) ct'

           lidNl.r{dir) k or' i=1,''',k, j=1,•••,M, r=1,•••,n }. (3.6)

     It is clear that the level sets have the following property:

    ct1 5 o? lf and only if L.1(a,b,c,d) ) -.2{a,b,c,d) . (3.7)

    For a certain degree ct, the MOLFP-FP (3.3) can be understocKl as the

following nonfuzzy or-multiobjective linear fractional programming

(ct-MOLFP) problem. -

   min z(x,c,d) g (zl(x,cl,dl),Z2(Å~,C2,d2),•••,Zk(Å~,9k,dk))

  subject to
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   Å~E x(a,b) g {xG EF' l ajxs bj ,j=1,...,m ;x)o}, (3,s)

    (a,b,c,d) E L (5,b-,c-,d-) ,
                  ct

                                                     '

  where zi(x,ci,di) = pi(x,ci)/qi(x,di), (3•9)

  and Pi(Å~,Ci) = CilXl + Ci2Å~2 + ''' + CinXn + Ci,n+1' (3'10)

           qi(X'di) = diiXi + di2X2 + ''' + dinXn + di,n+i '

     It should be emphasized here that in the ct-MOLFP the parameters

(a,b,c,d) are treated as decision variables rather than constants, and it

is customary to assume that the qi(x,di) >O for all x E X(a,b). In this

chapter, for slmplicity, we further assume that the pi(Å~,cl) > O for all

x E X(a,b).

     On the basis of the or-level sets of the fuzzy numbers, we introduce

the concept of ct-Pareto optimal solutlons to the or•-MOLFP.

Definition 3.3 (ct-Pareto optimal solution)

    xK E X(aK,bM is said to be an cePareto optimal solution to the

or-MOLFP (3.8), if and only if there does not exist another x E X(a,b),

(a,b,c,d) E L.(a,b,c,d) such that zi(x,cl,di) 5 zi(xx,cr,dr), i=1,•••sk,

with strict inequality holding for at least one i, where the

corresponding values of parameters (ax,bx,cx,dN) are called or-level

optimal parameters.

3.3 lnteractive Decision Making under Fuzziness
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3.3.1 Fuzzy Goals
                                                                  '

     As can be seen from Definition 3.3, usually, crPareto optimal

solutions consist of an infinite number of points, and the DM must select

hislher compromise or satlsficing solution from among or-Pareto optimal

solutions based on his/her subjective vaiue--judgement.

     However, considering the imprecise nature of the DM's judgement, it

is reasonable to assume that the DM may have fuzzy goals for each of the

objective functions in the or-MOLFP (3.8). For example, a goal stated by

the DM may be to-achieve "substantially less" than A. This type of

statement can be quantified by eliciting a corresponding membership

function.

     In order to elicit a membership function ui(zi(x,ci,di)) from the DM

for each of the objective functions zi(Å~,ci,di), i=1,...,k, in the

ct-MOLFP (3.8), we flrst calculate the tndividual minimum and maximum of

each objective function under the given constraints for ct = e and ct = 1.

By taking account of the calculated individual minimum and maximurn of

each objective function for or =O and a=1 together with the rate of

increase of membershlp of satisfaction, the DM must determine his!her

membership function ui(zi(x,ci,di)) in a subjective manner.

     It is significant to note here that, in the fuzzy approaches, we can

treat two types of fuzzy goals; namely, fuzzy goals expressed in words

such as " z.(x,c.,d.) should be in the vicinity of C." (called fuzzy
              ll                      11
equai) as well as " zi(Å~,ci,di) should be substantially less than

                                                     '
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Ai or greater than Bi" (called fuzzy mln or fuzzy max). Sucha
                                                                   '
generalized ct-moLP (Gct-MOLP) problem can be expressed as:

                                               '

     fuzzy min zl(x,cl,di) (i E II)

     fuzzy max zi(Å~,ci,di) (i E I2)

     fuzzy equal zi(Å~,ci,di) (iEI3) (3.11)
   subject to xEX(a,b)

                  (a,b,c,d) E L (5,b-',cN,dN)
                              ct

where Il U I2 U I3 = { 1,2,...,k }.

     In order to eliclt a membership function ui(zi{x,ci,di)) from the DM

for a fuzzy goai iike :: zi(x,ci,di) shouid be in the vlcinity of Ci", lt

is obvious that we can use different functions t.o the left and right

sides of C..
          i

     For the membership functions of the Gct-MOLFP, it is reasonable to

assume that ui(zi(x,ci,di)), i E II and the right side functions of

Ui(Zi(Å~,Ci,di))e i E I3 are strictly monotone decreasing and continuous

functions with respect to zi(x,ci,di), and ui(zi(x,ci,di)), i E I2 and

the left side of ll1(zi(x,ci,di)), i E I3 are strictly monotone increasing

and continuous functions with respect to zi(Å~,ci,di)•

     To be more specific, each membership function ui(zi(x,ci,di)) of the

Gor-MOLFP for i E II, i E I2 or i E I3 is defined as follows :
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(1) iE II :

 ui(zi(x,ci,di)) =

(2) iE I2 :

Pi(Zi(x,ci,di)) =

(3) i E I3 :

Pi(Zi(Å~,ci,di)) =

where DiR(zi(Å~,Ci,di))

monotone decreasing or

Zi(Å~,Ci,di) and may

unacceptable levels for

levels for z.(x,c.,d.).
           11                  1

 i or .i if zi (x, ci ,di) 5 'zl• R,

 DiR(zi(x,ci,di}) if zl.R s zi(x,ci,di) s z9.R,

                                           ' O or .O if z?•R 5 zi(x,ci,di). (3.12)

 o or .o if zi (x,ci ,di) S z?•L ,

 DiL(zi (x, ci ,di )) if z?. L 5 zi (Å~, ci ,di ) s zl. L,

      '
 1 or •1 if zlL 5 zi (x, ci ,dl) (3.13)

 o or -> o if zi (Å~, ci ,di) s z9•L ,

 DIL{zi(x,ci,di)), if z?.L 5 zi(x,ci,di) 5 zl.L,

 l if zl,L s zi (x,cl ,di) s zl• R,

 DiR(zi(Å~,ci,di)) if zl•R s zi(x,ci,di) s z9.R ,

 o or .o if z?.R S zi(x,ci,di)• (3.14)

  Or DiL(Zl(x,Ci,di)) is respectively a strtctly

increasing continuous function with respect to

be linear or nonlinear, and z?•Land z?•Rare

 zi(x,ci,di) and zl•L and zl•R are totany desirable
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     When fuzzy equal is included in the fuzzy goais of the DM, it is

desirable that zi(x,ci,di) should be as close to Ci as possible.

Consequently, the notion of or--Pareto optimal solutions deflned in terms

of objective functions cannot be applied. For this reason, we introduce

the concept of M-or-Pareto optimal solutions which is defined in terms of

membership functions instead of objective functions, where M refers to

membership.

Definition 3.4 (M-ct-Paret.o optimal solution)

     xx E X(aes,bx) is sald te be a M-ct-Pareto optimal solution to the

Gct•-MOLP, if and only if there does not exlst another x G X(a,b),(a,b,c,d)

E L.(a,b,c,d) such that ui(zi(x,ci,di)) ) ui(zi(xx,cf,dr)),i=1,•••,k,

wit.h strict inequality hoiding for at least one i, where the

cerresponding values of parameters (ax,b-,cN,dN) are called or--level

optimaS parameters,.

     After eliciting the membership functions u2(zi(xsci,di)), i=1,•••,k

from the DM for each of the objective functions zi(Å~,ci,di), i=1,•••,k,

                                              -
if we introduce a general aggregation functlon

      UD( ll1(Zl(Å~,Cl,dl)),•••, L5<(Zk(Å~,Ci<,dk}), or ), (3.15)

a generai fuzzy or-multiobjective decision problem (Fct-MODP) can be

defined by:

      MaX UD( Pl(Zl(X,Cl,dl)),•••, L5<(Zj<(X,Ci<,(lk)), ct ) {3.16}

    subject to
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      (x,a, b, c,d) E P( or), ct E[ O, 1] . {3•17)

where P(od ls the set of M-ct--Pareto optimal solutions and corresponding

or-level optimal parameters to the Gct-MOLFP.

     Probably the most cruclal problem in the For-MODP is the

ldentification of an appropriate aggregation function which well

represents the human decision makers' fuzzy preferences. If ib(.) can be

explic}tly identified, then the Fct-MODP reduces to a standard

mathematical programMing problem. However, thls rarely happens and as an

alternative, it becomes evident that an interaction with the DM is

necessary.
                                               '
     Throughout thls section we make the following assumptions.

         '                          '

Assumption 3.1 The fuzzy goals of the DM can be quantifled by

eliciting the corresponding membership functions through the interaction

with the DM. '
Assumption 3.2 uD(,) exists and is known only implicitly to the DM,

which means the DM cannot specify the entire form of uD(.), but he/she

can provide local information concerning hislher preference. Moreover,

tt is strictly increasing and contlnuous with respect to ui{.) and or.

                                                  '

3.3.2 Minimax Problems

     Having determined the membership functions for each of the objective

functtons, in order to generate a candidate for the satisficing solution
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which is also M-or-Pareto optimal, the DM is asked to specify the degree or

of the or-level set and the reference levels of achievement of the

membership functions, called reference membership values (Sakawa and Yano

1985f). For the DM's degree or and reference membership values ui,

i=1,...,k, the corresponding M-or-Pareto optimal solution, which is in a

sense close to his!her requirement or better than that if the reference

levels are attainable, is obtained by solving the foHowing minlmax

probl em.

        x Mlin x ( a, b ) IMsai Xsk ( lli - zi ( Å~, ci , di ) ) ,

(a,b,c,d) E L (a,b,c,d)
             or

or equivalent1y

     mln v

   subject to ui - ui(zi(x,ci,di)) 5 v, i=1,...,k

                 a.x 5 b. , j=1,... ,m, x l O,
                  JJ

                 (a,b,c,d) EL (a,b,c,d) .
                              ct

'

(3.18)

(3.19)

A graphical description of the mlnimax problem is depicted in Fig. 3.1.

     In order to solve the formulated problem on the basis of the linear

programming method, we first convert each constraint Ui - Ui(zi{X,ci,di))

S v, i=1,...,k, of the minimax problem (3.19) into the following form

using the strictly monotone decreasing or increasing property of DiR(.}

and DiL(')'
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p2(Z2(X,c2,d2))

         t

         P2

P2(Z2(.k,cS, d5))

p(z(xk,cf,dt))

        z       11       '      tt     11    1    ll   11  lt '
t         I
         '
         l
         '
         t
         l
         l
         t
         l
         l
         t
         l
         1
         l

fi

   z.(x,c.,d    11
   z.(x,c.,d    11
    Since q

constraint (3

    pi (Å~, cP

    pi(x,ci)

    Then, we

RiR(•,•) and

RiL(ci,di) =

RiR(ci,di) =

o pl(zl(xk,cl-,dl)) pl 1 pl(zl(x,cl,dl))

          Fig. 3.1 Minimax problem

                'l) 5 D;• k( -u l• -v ), 1E II U I3 (3.2o)

i) l DT.L( 'u'i -v ), iE I2UI3 (3.21)

.(x,d.) ) O for all x e X(a,b) (by assumption), each
11
.20) and (3.21) can be converted as follows:

  5 DI. k( du'i- v) qi (x,di ), 1E II .U I3 (3•22}

  ) DI• i( "u'j- v) qi (x, di ), iE I2 U I3 (3.23)

 introduce the following set-valued functions RiL(•,,) ,

 Tj(.,.).

{(x,v)i pi(x,ci) ) DT•L{ ",• -v )qi {x,di ), i E I2U I3} (3•24)

{(x,v)l pi(Å~,ci) 5 DT•k( 'p'j - v )qi (x,di ), i E 11U I3} (3•25)
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Tj(aj,bj) = {xl ajx S bj }

     Then it can be verified that the following relations hold

RiL(•,•) , RiR(•,•) and Tj(•,.), when x ) o .

Propositlon 3.1

q) If cl. 5 c?. , then RiL(cl• ,dP C RiL(C?• ,dl)

                                            '
                    and Ri R(c l• ,di) ) Ri R(c?• ,di) •

(2) if dl. s d?• , then RiL(ci,dl•) ) RiL(ci,d?•)

                    and RiR{ci,d l• ) C RiR{cl ,d?• ) •

(3) If ag. 5ai, ,then Tj(al.,bj) ) Tj(ai•,bj)•

(4) If b]/ s btl' , then Tj(aj,b].) < Tj(aj,b?•).

     It should be noted here that the feasible regions for c

bj can be demoted respectivexy by the interva!s [c\,ct, cB.or],

[at.., a5..] and [bLj., bRj.] shown in Fig. 3.2.

     Therefore, by making use of the results in Proposition

obtain an optlmal solution to (3.19} by solving the following

     mln v
   subject to

    pi (Å~,c\. .) s Di k( -u i. - v ) qi (x, dB• .), i e IIU I3 ,

for

(3.26)

i,di,a

 [dil a'

. and
J

Si or]'

3.1, we

prob1em.

can

(3.27)
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   pi(x, c". .) k DI L( 'u'i - v ) ql (x, dll' .), i E I2U I3 ,

   aL:x s bR , j=i,...,m; x)o•
             J ct    J ct

     It is important to note here that in this formulation, if the value

of v is fixed, it can be reduced toaset of linear inequalities.

Obtaining the optimal solutlon vx to the above problem is equivalent to

determining the minlmum value of v so that there exists an admissible set

satisfying the constraints of (3.27). Since v satisfies Umax - 1 5 v 5

u , where v denotes the maximum value of u. , i=l,...,k, we have the
                                           i            max max

fo!1owMg method for solving this problern by combSned use of the

bisection method and the simplex method of linear programming.
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uaSt 1 Set v = umax and test whether an admissible set satisfying the

         constraints of (3.27) exists or not by making use of phase one

        of the simplex method. If an admissible set exists, proceed.

         Otherwise, the DM must reassess his/her membership function.

                       - 1 and test whether an admissible set satisfyingruSt 2 Setv=- u
                   max

         the cOnstraints of (3.27) exists or not using phase one of the

        simplex method. If an admissible set exists, set vx = u -• 1.
                                                              max

        Otherwise go to the next step, since the minimumvwhich

        satisfies the constraints of (3.27) exists between u - 1 and
                                                           max

         u.         max

suSt 3 For the initial value of vi = umax- O.5, update the value of v

        using the bisection method as follows :

                       n+1             =v - 1/2        Vn+1 n if admissible set exists for vn ,

                       n+1        Vn+1 = Vn + 1/2 if no admlssible set exists for vn .

     In this way, we can determine the optimal solution vx. Then the DM

selects an appropriate standing objective from among the objectives

Zi(Å~,cl,di),i=1,•••,k• For notational convenience, in the following, let

it be Zl(X,cl,dl) and 1 E II. Then the following linear fractional

                    '
programming problem is solved for v = vx.

    min zi (x, clr ct,d5 or)
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  subject to pi(x,cE.) s DI•k( 'ui• - vx ) qi(x,dB•.), i E iiU i3 (3•

             pi(x,cB•.) ) D;•L( -ui -• vx ) qi(x,dk•.), iE i2U i3

             a-x m< bR, j=i,,..,m, Å~)o.
                       J or              J or

     In order to solve this linear fractional programming problems

can use Charnes-Cooper's (1962) variable transformation :

     t= i!qi(x,dB.), y= {x,i)Tt, (3.
and formulate the following standard linear programming problems:

     .L          CI ct Y    mln

  subject to clr. . y 5 DT• le( -u i• " vx ) dB• . y , i E IIU I3

             cB..y k D;. L( -uj -- vx ) dk•.y, iG I2U I3 (3•

             dB.y = i

              ( a- ,- b}l )y s o, j=i,...,m, yio,
                       J ct                j ct

     For convenience in our subsequent discussion, assume that

optimal solution yx to (3.30) satisfies the following conditions:

        clr.. y- = DT. l?( 'li-j -- vx ) dli•l. yx , iE riU i3R

        c5.. yN = DI. L( -u"j - vx ) dk•. yx , iE i2U i3L

where I3 = I3L U I3R and I3L n I3R = tp •

Then it must be observed here that clr•a, dii•. (i e Il U I3R}, cli• or, dk•ct

                      '
I2 U I3L) and at•or, b5•or (j=1,•,•,m) are ct-level optimal parameters for

M-ct-Pareto optimal solutlon.
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    The relationships between

M-ct-Pareto optimal concept

following theorems.

 the optimal solutions

of the Gct-MOLFP can be

to (3.30) and

characterized

the

by the

Theorem 3.1

     If xx

M-or-Pareto

is a unique optimal

optimal solution to

solution to (3.27),

the Gct-MOLFP.

then xx is a

(Proof)

    Assume that xx is not an M-ct-Pareto optimal solution to the Ga-MOLFP.

Then, since c\. ., d5.. (1 E i1 U I3R), cB• ., dlr• ct (i E I2 U I3L) and aLjct,

bR (j=1,...,m) are or-level optimal parameters to the Gor--moLFP, there
 J ct

exist x E X(a,b) and (a,b,c,d) E L "a,E,6,dnt) such that
                                ct

     ui (zi (x, ci ,di )) ) ui (zi (xx, cli•'., dlll .}), i E ii u i3R ,

     ui(zi(x,cl,dl)) ) ul (zi (xN,clllor, dllor)), i E I2 u I3L ,

with strict inequality holding for .at least one i. Then it holds that

            max ( fi, - ll.(z.(xx,clr , dR )) }
                       ll                              1                                    1 ct                                         lct         i E II U I3R

      ) max ( -u. - u. (z. (x ,c., d. )) )
                            11                       11                                        l         i E II U I3R

      ) i E rprXu I3R{ '"'i ' Ui (Zi (Å~ ,C\• ., d!lil.)) )

            max ( 'u'. - u.(z.(xf,cEe , di:J )) )
                       11                              1                                    1or                                         1or         i E I2 U I3L
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      ) max ( u. - u. (z. (x ,c., d. )) )                              !1                      1! 1        i E I2 U I3L

     l lE \2aXu I3L( -Ui " Ul (Zi (x ,cllil., (si!,r.)) )

which contradicts the fact that x- is a unique optimal solution to

Theorem 3.2
                                                   '
     If x- is an M-or--Pareto optimal solution to the Gct-MOLFP, then xx 'is

an optimal solution to (3.27) for some U={ Ul,•••s t5<)•

(ProoD

    Assume that (xN,vx) is not an optimal solution to (3.27) for any u

satisfying
                             '    il 1. -- ui (zl (xx, c\. ct, dB. .)) = v-, l G II U I3R

    -u"i - ui(zi(xx,cB• ct, dk• .)) = vx, 'i E i2 U i3L

Then there exists Å~ E X(a,b) such that

"ui - yl {zi (x, c\. . , dB. .)) < 4u i. - ui (zi (xx, (}ri .l (i3i .)), i G I1 U I3R ,

-ui - ui (zi (Å~, cB. ., d\. .)) < -u l, -- ui (zi (xx, c5. ct, dFlt .)), i G I2 u I3L.

                   'This impiies that ui(zi(Å~,c\• ct, dB• .)) > ui(zi(xx,ck• of dB• ct)), i E ii U I3R,

ui(zi(x,cB. ct, dk. .)) > lii(zi(xx,cB. or, dk. a)), i E I2 u I3L, which contradicts

the fact that xx is an M-ct-Pareto optimal solution to the Gct-MOLP. Q.E.D.
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     It should be noted here that for generating M-or-Pareto optimal

solutions using Theorem 3.1, uniqueness of solution must be verified.

In general, however, it is not easy to check numerically whether an

optimal solution to (3.30) is unique or not.

     Consequently, in order to test the M-or-Pareto optimality of a

current optlmal soiution xx, we formulate and solve the following linear

programming problem :

                 k
     i" = max Z E                      i                 i=1

   subject to

    pi(Å~,c\. ct) + Ei = zi(xx,ck• ofdB• or)qi(x,dB• ct), i E iiU i3R,
                                                             (3.31)

    pi(x,cB• or) - Ei = zi(xx,cB• of dk• .)qi(x,dk• or), i E i2U i3v

    ali• .x 5 bfii•. , j = 1,.,.,m , x ) O , El ) O, i=1,..,,k.

Let Å~ and E be an optimal solutjon to (3.31). If w= O, then xx is an

M-ctd-Pareto optimal solution. In case of w > O and consequently at least

                                             'one eg > O, we perform the following operations.

suSt 1 Solve the following problem for any A such that EA > O.

        mln zR(x,cst of dAor)

      subject to

        zi(x,c\, .,d5. .) = zi(R,clr• cldB• .) {il -Ej= O} n {IIU I3R},
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        zi(x,cB. .,dk. .) = zi(il,c8• .,dk• .) {il -Ej--- O} fi {I2U I3L}, (3•32}

        zi(Å~,c\. .,dB. .) s zi(X,clr• .,dB• .) {iI -E i•> O} A {iiU I3R},

        zi(Å~,cll.l.,dli. .) i zi(ik,cil• ofdk• .) {il -Ei> O} n {i2U i3L},

        aL x s bR ,j= i,...,m , x)o.
                  J ct         J or

        where zg(x,cgct,dgct) is defined as :

                             zR(x,cLA.,dRA.), A E IIU I3R,

        Z R(Å~, c A ., d g .) A.

                             - zg(x,cRg.,dLg.), A E I2U I3L•

;S12eR-gt 2. Test the M-ct-Pareto optimality for the solution to (3.32}.

IS!!Lep-g.t 3 If w= O, stop. Otherwise, return to step 1.

    Repeating this process at least k-1 iterations, an M-or-Pareto

optimal solution can be obtained.

3.3.3 Interactive Algorithm
                                            '

     Now given the M-ct-Pareto optimal solution for the degree or and the

reference membership values specified by the DM by solving the

corresponding minimax problem, the DM must either be satisfied with the

current M-or-Pareto optimal solutjon and a, or update hislher reference

membership values and!or the degree ct, In order to help the DM express

his/her degree of preference, trade-off information between a standing
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membership function and each of the other membership fu.nctions as well as

between the degree ct and the membership functions is very useful. su6h a

trade-off information is easily obtainable since it is closely related to

the simplex multipliers of the problem (3.30).

     To derive the 'trade-off information, we define the following

Lagrangian function L corresponding to the problem (3.3e).

     L = ck .y + n( dB .y -i)

        + iEi?u i3RfftR{ C\' orY p DI•k( -vj- vx)({ll.y }

        ' iEI2Zu I3LffIL{ D;•L{ ili -- vx)(ti;J.y - cllil.y }

        + j:Zi Aj{ali•., -- b5•.)y• (3.33)

Where n, nlL, g.tR .apd Xj are simplex multipliers corresponding to the

constraints in the problem (3.3e).

     Here, we assume that the problem (3.30) has a unique and

nondeq. enerate optimal so!ution satisfying the foHowing conditlons.

     (i) niR > O , iE II U I3R, i- 1,

     (ii) AiL > O , iE I2U I3L •

     Then by using the results in Haimes and Chankong (1979), the

following expression holds .

    -. ][il :iil/ oriddRkorll = lliRdB. .y , iE II u l3R, i- 1, (3.34)

              1or         1                  1ct
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    - l[Zzl[liilloridE:/orl] = - niLdl.y, iEi2U i3L (3•3s)

             1or        1                1 or

Furthermore, using the strictly monotone decreasing or increasing

property of DiR(.) and DiL(.} together with the chain rule, if DiR(.) and

DiL(•) are differentiable at the optimal solution to (3,30), it holds

that

"'

metiiizZ,.il,k.,glill.ll' ]tiRd:ory:l:iii.[Å~,',[ll.:ill.ct.))i,iEiiui3R,i-i,

                                                           (3.36}

-•

 gil. [.Zl. :', 2Ill.:igll:li = --E,,dL•.y gT,s(,il. Iliill.:igli.:ll•iE i,u i,, (3•37)

    Regarding a trade--off rate between ul(.) and or , the following

relation holds based on the sensltivity theorem (Fiacco 1983).

eu" zi (xs:ili' ct,dB or)) . DiR(.i (., .\., dB.)) i aCeLi.or , , , a!ilal or ,

                                  ac\.a .i- adB. or
                  ' iEIiu I3REiR{ aa Y `' DiR(Ui- vx) a. y}

                                           adir ecB
                  ' iEI2XU I3LKiL{ D;'L('"'j- "X) ak" y - atct y} .

                  + jzi xj( -ltlillxa. , - •ilXtle!R. ) y i (3.3s)

    It should be noted here that in order to obtain the trade-off rate

information from (3.36)-(3.37), all the constraints of the problem (3.30)
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must be active for the current optimal solution yx, and yx must satisfy

the M-or-Pareto optimality test. Therefore, if there are inact' ive

constraints, it is necessary to replace ui for inactive constraints by

ui ( zi ( x x, ck• or, d5• ct)) + v x or ui ( zi ( x x, cB• or, c"I or) + , v x, a n d s oi v e t h e

corresponding problem (3.30) for obtaining the simplex multipliers.

    Following the above discussions, we can now construct the

interactive algorithm in order to derlve the satisficing solution for the

DM from among the M-orny-Pareto optlmai solution set. The steps marked with

an asterisk involve interaction with the DM,

vaSte O Calculate the individual minlmum and maximurn of each objective

        function under given constraints for ct = O and or = 1.

bjq 2gu!-Å}-te lx Ellcitamembership function vi(zi(Å~,cl,di)) from the DM for

        each of the objective functioRs.

Ste 2x Ask the DM to sekect the inltlal value of ct (e 5 ct 5 1) and set

         the initial reference membership va!ues ut= 1, i=1,,,e,k•

auSte 3 For the degree ct and the reference membership values specified

        by the DM, solve the minimax prob!em and perform the M-or-Pareto

        optimality test.

vaSte 4x The DM is supplied with the corresponding M-or--Pareto optlmal

        solution and the trade-off rates between the membership

         functions and the degree ct. If the DM is satisfied with the

         current membership function values of the M--or-Pareto optlmal

        solution and ct, stop. Otherwise, the DM must update the

        reference membership values and/or the degree or by considerlng
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the current values of the membership functions and together

the trade-off rates between the membership functions and the

degree ct, and return to step 3.

with

    Here it should be stressed for the DM that (1) any improvement of

one membership function can be achieved only at the expense of at least

one of the other membership functions for some fixed degree or, and (2)

the greater value of the degree ct gives worse values of the membershlp

functions•for some fixed reference membership values.

3.3.4 Numerical Example

     To illustrate the proposed method, consider the following three

objective linear fractional programming problems with fuzzy parameters.

     fuzzy min zl(x,61) .b. ('xl + E13) 1 (-x2 + 9)

        '     fuzzy max z2(x,62) D (Å~i " 523) / (-Å~2 + 7)

     fuzzy equal z3(Å~,dN3) 9 (X2 + 2) 1 (-Xl + d-33)

   subject to

     Å~ G X -b { (xl ,xl2) l 2xl + )szl -• 14 5 O,

                 '
               2Å~1 + 5X2 -30 5 O, xi ) O, i=1,2 }

Where C13, C23 and d33 are fuzzy numbers whose membership functions are:

     UcN13(C13) = MaX (1 -- 1 c13 - 11.5 l, o ),

     Uc-2 3 ( C2 3 ) = M a X ( 1 - O • 5 1 cl2 3 - 8 l , o ) ,
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Now, suppose

the foliowing

functions.

Ul(Zl)

U2(Z2)

that

simple

the interactloza with the hypothetical

 iinear membership functions for the

1

DlR(Zl)

o

o

D2L(Z2)

1

. (-Zl + 3)/2.5

= (Z2 - 1)/4

O.5 5

  35

IS
55

Zl

Zl

Zl

Z2

Z2

 DM establishes

three objective

5 O,5

53

51
55
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                 O z3 50
                 D3L(z3) = (lez3)13 O s z3 s o.3

    U3(z3) =1 z3=O.3
                 D3R(Z3) = (1•2-Z3)10•9 O.3 5 z3 5 1.2

                 o 1.25z3
Also assume that the hypothetical DM selects the initial value of the

degree ct to be O.5, and the initia! reference membership values (Ul, U2,

ll3) to be (14/15, 61/8e, 2331315), Then, the corresponding M-ct-Pareto

optimal solution can be obtained by solving the following problem.

    mln v   xEX
  subject to

     (--xl + ll) 5 DTk( -ta1 -- v) (-x2 + 9)

     (Å~1 + 9) k Dii( il2 -v) (-x2 + 7)

     (x2 + 2} E D5k( -u3 -v) (-xl + 11)

     (Å~2 + 2) k D5L( 'p'3 -t v) (-xl + lo.s)

Solving this problem by combined use of the bisection method and the

simplex method of linear programming, we obtain the optimal solution vx =

1/5. For obtaining the corresponding optimal values of the decision

variable xx, we solve the following linear programming problem for vx =

1!5.

   yM21ny -yi + iiy3
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   subject to

     yl + gy3 ) D5L( -u2 - vx ) (-y2 + 7y3)

     y2 + 2y3 5 D5k( 'u3 - v- ) (-yl + lly3)

     y2 + 2y3 ) D5i( -u3 - vx ) (-yl + 10.5y3)

     -Y2 + 9Y3 = 1

where Y .A. { (yl,y2,y3) l 2yl + y2 - 14y3 5 O,

              2Yl + 5Y2 -30y3 S O, yi k O, i=1,2,3 },

and

         y = (x,1)Tt, t = 11('-X2+9}

As a result, we obtain the opÅíimal solution yx = (yf, ylS, y5) = (2!3,

112, 1!6), The corresponding optimal values of the objectlve functions

xx, zlf g zl(xN,clr.), zls e z2{xN"c5.), zs g z3(xN,dR3.}, and the membership

functions llr 4 ui(zix) t=1,2,3, and the simplex multipliers (IBi., TEIt,

ff5R) Can be obtained as follows:

    xx = (x\, xs) = (4, 3), (zr, zs, zs) = (7!61 1314, 5/7),

    {UIS• Ues, Lt(lf) = (11!l5, 9!16, 34/63),

    (nSL, ngL, ff5R) = (154!111, O, 371/111).

From (3.36) and (3.37), the trade--off rates among the membership

functions become as follows:
                            '
       aul (zie) L                              DfR(zr)
     ' ='n5L d2. yx
       au2(zs)                              D2L ( ZilS )
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                                                    --1!2.5                     154                                                  T               = - (O, -1, 7) (2!3, 112, 1!6)
                     111 1!4
               = 246411665 ,

                       R DfR(ZF       aul (zr)
     ' = "5R d3. yx
                             D5R ( Zilf )       av3(z{f)

                                                     --112.5                     371                                                   T               = - (-1, O, 11) (2/3, 1!2, 1!6)
                     111 -110.9
               = 7791!5550 .

Concerning the trade-off rate between ul(zl) and ct, from (3.38), we have

     aUlaiZlf) . DiR(zxl) { cll. ys + KsR( - D'3-Rl( -u-3 - vN ) ag5.ct ys )

                              R                            ac                              2or y5 ) }                  , E5L( -
                            act

              = --71811665 .

     Observe that the DM can obtain his/her satisficing solution from

among an M-or-Pareto optimal solution set by updating his/her reference

membership values and/or the degree ct on the basls of the current values

of the membership functions and the degree ct together with the trade-off

rates among the vaiues of the membership functioris and the degree ct.

3.4 Conclusion

     In

method

fuzzy

  this chapter, we have proposed an interactive decision making

 for multiobjective llnear fractional programming probiems with

parameters by considering the imprecise nature of human judgement.
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Similar to the previous chapter, the following desirable features of our

proposed method will be summarized for the linear fractional objectives

extension 'in this chapter.

(1) The experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of the parameters

     in the problem-formulation process can be incorporated.

{2) The fuzzy goals of the DM can be quantified by eliciting the

     corresponding membership functions, which may be nonlinear.

(3) For the degree ct and the reference membership values specified by

     the DM, the corresponding M--ct-Pareto optlmal solution can be easily

     obtained by solving the minimax probiems based mainly on the well

     known linear programming method.

(4) M--ct-Pareto optimality of the generated solution in each iteration is

     guaranteed by performlng the M-or--Pareto optimaiity test.

(5) The trade-off information between the rnembership functions and the

     degree ct is easaly obtainable, since it is closely related to the

     simplex multipiiers of the minimax problems.

(6) The satisfactng solution of the DM can be derived efficiently from

     among M-or-Pareto optimal solutions by updating his/her reference

     membership values andlor the degree or based'on the current values of

     the M-ct-Pareto optimal solution together with the trade-off

     information between the membership functions and the degree or.

     In the next chapter, multiobjective nonlinear programming problems

with fuzzy parameters are considered as a nonlinear generalization of

chapter 2 and 3.
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                      CHAPTER

INTERACTIVE DECISION MAKING FOR

      PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS WITH

4

MULTIOBJEerIVE NONLINEAR

 FUZZY PARAMETERS

4.1 Introduction

     In this chapter, attention is now focused on multiobjective

nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy parameters, which reflect the

experts' ambiguous or fuzzy understanding of the nature of the parameters

in the problem-formulation process. Such general multlobjective

nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy parameters were first

formulated by Orlovski (1983,1984). He presented two approaches to the

formulated problems by maklng systematic use of the extension principle

of Zadeh (1975) and demonstrated that there exist in some sense
  'equivalent nonfuzzy formulations. Unfortunately; however, no interactive

                                                                     'decision making methods have been proposed,

     In this chapter, in order to deal with the multiobjective nonlinear

programming problems with fuzzy parameters characterized by fuzzy

numbers, tlje concept of M•-or-Pareto optimality is introduced on the basis

of the ct-level sets of the fuzzy numbers. Then by considering the fuzzy

goals of the decision maker (DM), a new interactive decision making

method using augmented minimax problems is presented in order to derive
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the satisficing

optimal solution

 solution

set as a

 of the DM

non1inear

 efficiently from

generalization of

among an

chapters

M-or-Pareto

2 and 3.

4.2 Probl em Statement and Solution Concept

     In generai

ls represented

'

as

the

 the

mu1tiobjective nonlinear programming (MONLP)

 foliowlng vector-minimization problem:

problem

  min f(x) b

subject to

(f
  1

xE

(x)

X

' f2(X),.

 {xE

ee

EiFi

'fk(X))

  l gj(Å~) 5 O, j=lseee,M }

(4.1)

where x is an ndi-dimensional vector of decision variables, fl(X),•••,fk(X)

are k distinct objective functions of the decision vector x, gl(x),•e•,

gm(x) are m inequality constraints, and X is the feasible set of

constrained decisions.

     Fundamentai to the MONLP is the Pareto optimai concept, also known

as a noninferior solution. Qualitatively, a Pareto optimal solution of

the MONLP is one where any improvement of one objective function can be

achieved only at the expense of another. Mathematically, a formal

definition of a Pareto optimal solution to the MONLP is given below:

Definition 4.1

    xx GX is

only if there

  {Pareto optimal solution}

said to be a Pareto optimal

does not exist another Å~ E X

solution to

 such that f

the

•(x)
1

MONLP, if

 5 f•(x-),
    i

and
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i=1,...,k, with strict inequality holding for at least'one 1,

                                                                  '

     In practice, however, it would certainly be more appropriate to

Consider that the possible values of the parameters in the description of

the objective functions and the constraints usually involve the ambiguity

of the experts' understanding of the real system. For this reason, in

this chapter, we consider the following multiobjective nonlinear

programming problem with fuzzy parameÅíers (MONLP-FP} : '

     min f(Å~,5) e (fl(x,a"1),f2(x,a-2),...,fk(x,aNk)) (4.2)

   subJect to x E X(5) 4 { x E EFi l gJ (x ,-bJ ) 5 O, j=1,•••m }

                         '

Where a-
i•

 = (a'V il,•e•, aN
i•

pi), P-
J•

 = (b- jl,...,b- jqj) represent respectively

a vector of fuzzy parameters involved in the objective function f,(x,a" .)
                                                               11

and the constraint function gj(Å~,bj). These fuzzy parameters are assumed

to be characterized as the fuzzy numbers introduced by Dubois and Prade

(1978,1980). We now assume that 5ir and b- js in the MONLP-FP are fuzzy

numbers whose membership functions are Ua-
i.

r(air) and ilb- js(bjs)

respectively. For simplicity in the notation, define the following

vectors:

    ai = (ail,•••,aipi), bj = (bjl,•••,bjqj)

                  N -t -v - --- --e a = (al,...,ak), a = (al,...,ak), b = (bl,...,bm), b = {bl,...,bm).

                             '
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Prade

Then we

 1980)

 can introduce the following

to the fuzzy numbers a•   andlr

or -- l eve1

tub.. JS

set or ct-cut (Dubois and

Definition

     The

b- . (j=1,..
 JS

which the

     L (5,
      or

 4.2 (ct--level

ct-ievel set of

.,m, s=1,...,q

degree of their

b) = { (a,b} I

       i'b-. (bjs
        js

set)

                  . "=1,...,k,the fuzzy numbers a
                  lr

,) is defined as the ordinary
J

 membership functions exceeds the

        ) k cts i=1,e.",k, r=1,..,ll.- (a
      ir air

) k or, j=1,.e.,M, S=1,..esqj }

r=1,..

set L
     or

 1evel

,P• ;
  1

.,Pi)

(a- ,b- )

 cr :

and

for

(4.3)

     For

fo11owing

probiem,

a certain degree ct, the MONLP-FP (4.2) can

   nonfuzzy ct-multiobjective nonlinear

 be understood as the

programming (ct--moNLP)

  mn

subject

f(x,a} 4

 to xE

      (a,

(fl(x,al),

 X(b} A {

b) EL (5,
     ct

f2{X,a2),ee",fk(Å~gak))

x E EIi l g. (x,b•) 5 O,
         j J,
b)

j=l,e.•,M } (4.4)

     It should be emphasized here that in the or--MONLP the

(a,b) are treated as decision variables rather than constants,

    On the basis of the or-level sets of the fuzzy numbers, we

the concept of ct--Pareto optimal solutions to the or-MONLP.

parameters

introduce
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Definition 4.3 (ct-Pareto optimal solution)

     xx E X(bx) is said to be an or-Pareto optimal solution to the or-MONLP

(4.4), if and only if there does not exist another Å~ E X(b) and (a,b) E

Lct(a,b) such that fi(x,al) 5 fi(xx,a\ ), i=1,...,k, with strict

inequality holding for at least one i, where the corresponding values of

parameters ax and bx are called ct-level optimal parameters.

  '

    For practical purposes, however, since only local solutions are

guaranteed in solving a scalar optimization problem by any standard

optimization technique, unless the problem is convex, we deal with locai

ct--Pareto optimal solutions instead of global erPareto optimal solutions.

Definition 4.4 (local or-Pareto optimal solution)

     xx G X(bx) is sa}d to be a local ct-bPareto optimal solution to the

or-MONLP (4.4), if and only lf there does not exist another Å~E X(b) n

N(xN;r} and (a,b) e Lct(a,b) A N(ai,bx;r") such that fi(x,ai) 5 fi(Å~-,ar),

i=1,...,k, with strict lnequality holding for at least one i, where the

corresponding values of parameters ax and bx are called ct-level local

optimal parameters and N(xN;r) denotes the set {Å~lx E EIi, llx - xfll < r }.

4.3 Interactive Decision Making under Fuzziness

4.3.1 Fuzzy Goals
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     As can be immediately seen from Definition 4.4, usually, (local)

ct--Pareto optimal solutions consist of an infinite number of points, and

the DM must select his!her (local) satisficing or compromise solution

from among (local) ct-Pareto optimal solutions based on his!her subjective

judgement.

     However, considering the imprecise nature of the DM's judgement, it

is natural to assume that the DM may have imprecise or fuzzy goals for

each of the objective functions in the or-moNLP (4.4). In a minimlzation

problem, a fuzzy goal stated by the DM may be to achleve "substantially

less " than A. This type of statement can be quantified by eliciting

a corresponding membershlp functlon,

     In order to elicit a membership functien ta.(f.(x,a,)) from the DM
                                                lk                                                       1

for each of the objective functions f.{x,a.) in the ceMONLP (4.4), we
                                       ll

first ca!culate the individual (iocal) minimum frpin and maximum fiPaX of
                                                11
eack objective function f,(x,a.) under the given coitstraints for or = 0
                           11

and or = 1. By taking account of the calculated individual (local)

minimum and maximum of each objective function, the DM must determine

his/her subjective membership fuRction tci(fi(x,ai}) which is a strictly

monotone decreasMg function with respect to fi(x,ai). Fig• 4e1

illustrates the graph of the posslble shape of the membership function

representing the fuzzy goal to achieve substantiaily less than A..
                                                             i

     It is now appropriate to point out that, in the fuzzy approaches, we

can treat two types of fuzzy goals; namely, fuzzy goals expressed in

words such as " fi(x,ai) should be in the vicinity of Ci" (called
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Pi(fi(xsai))

        1
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l
s
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1

t
1

t

e

1

t

t
1

t
1

'

             o
                                                fi(x,ai)

           Fig. 4.1 Monotone decreasing membership function

fuzzy equal) as well as " fi(x,ai) should be substantially less than Ai

or greater than Bi" (called fuzzy min or fuzzy max). Such a generaltzed

ct-MONLP (Gor-MONLP) problem may now be expressed as:

                '     fuzzy min                  fi (x,ai) {i G II)

     fuzzy max fi(x,ai) (1 E I2)

     fuzzy equal                  f.(x,a.)                   11 (iGI3) (4.s)
                                              '
     subject to xE X(b), (a,b) EL (ija,-b)
                                     or

where Il U I2 U I3 = { 1,2,...,k }.

     In order to elicit a membership function from the DM for a fuzzy

goal like "fi(x,ai) should be in the vicinity of Ci", it is obvious that

we can use different functions to the left and right sides of Ci.
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    fi(x,ai)

function

     When fuzzy equal Ss aancluded tp the fuzzy goals of the DM, it is

desirable that fi(x,ai) should be as close to Ci as possible,

Consequentiy, the notion of (iocai) or-Pareto optimal solutions deflned in

terms of objectlve functions cannot be applied. For this reason, we

introduce the concept of {}ocal) M-cr-Pareto optimal solutions which is

defined in terms of membership functions Mstead of objectlve functions,

where M refers to membership.

Definition 4

     xx E

the Gor-MONLP

.5 ((local) M--or-Pareto

X(bx) is said to be a

 (4.5), if and only if

optimal solution)

(local) M--ct--Pareto optimal solution to

there does not exist another x G X{b)
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( fi N(xx;r)), (a,b) E Lor(a,b) ( n N(ax,bx;r')) such that ui(fi(x,ai)) )

Ui(fi(xX,alf)),i=1,.••,k, with strict inequality holding for at least one

i, where the corresponding values of parameters ax and bx are called

ct-level (local) optimal parameters.

     Having elicited the membership functions ui(ft(x,ai)), i=1,.••,k

from the DM for each of the objective functions f.(x,a.), S=1,...,k, if
                                                 ll

we introduce a general aggregation function

;b( U(f(X,a)), ct )= lb( 5(fl (Å~,9)),..., lk(fk (X,eq)), ct ) (4.6)

a general fuzzy or-multiobjective decision problem (Fct-MODP) can be

defined by:

     max uD( u(f(x,a)), ct) (4.7)
   subject to

     (x,a,b)EP(ct), ct E[ O, 1] (4.8)
   '

where P(od is the set of M-ct-Pareto optimal solutions and corresponding
           '
ct-level optimal parameters to the Gct--MONLP. •

     Probably the most crucial problem in the Fct-MODP is the

identification of an appropriate aggregation function which well

represents the human decision makers' fuzzy preferences. If uD(•) can be

explicitly identified, then the For•-MODP reduces to a standard

mathematical programming problem. However, this rarely happens and as an

alternative, it becomes evident that an interaction with the DM is

necessary.
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     Throughout this section we make the following assumptions.

Assunption 4.1

     The fuzzy goals of the DM can be quantified by eliciting the

corresponding membership functions through the interaction with the DM.

Assumption 4.2

     uD(•) exists and is known only implicitly to the DM, which means the

DM cannot specify the entire form of tb(.), but he/she can provide local

informatlon concerning his!her preference. Moreover, it is strictly

increasing and continuous with respect to vi(.) and or.

Assumption 4.3

     AH fi(x,ai), i=1,...,k and ail gj(x,bj), j=i,...,m are continuously

differenttable ln their respective domalns.

4.3.2 Mintmax Probiems

     Having determined the membershtp functions for each of the objective

functions, in order to generate a candidate for the (local) satisficing

solution which }s also (local) M-a-Pareto optimal, the DM is asked to

specify the degree ct of the ct-level set and the reference levels of

achievement of the membership functions, called the reference membership

values. Observe that the idea of the reference membership values (e.g.

Sakawa, Yumine and Yano 1984a,b; Sakawa and Yano 1984a,1985f) can be

viewed as an obvious extension of the idea of the reference point of

Wierzbicki (1979a).
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     For the DM's degree or and the reference membership values ui,

i=1,...,k, the following minimax problem is solved in order to generate

the (local) M-ct--Pareto optimal solution, which is in a sense close to

hislher requirement or better than that if the reference membershtp

values are attatnable.

   . 2i "x(b) IMsai Xsk( Ui - Ui (fi (Å~, ai )) ) (4,g)

 (a,b) EL (5,bN)
          ct

or equivaleRtly

     subject to ui - ui(fi(x,ai)) 5 v, i=1,...,k (4.11)
                                               '
                  xE X(b), (a,b) EL (a,b) {4.12)                                     or

                                                                  '
Fig. 4.3 lllustrates a graphical description of the minimax problem in a

membership space.
     The relationships between the qocal) 6ptimal solutions of the

minlmax problem and the (local) M--ct-Pareto optimal concept of the

Gor-MONLP can be characterized by the following theorems.

                                                     '

Theorem 4.1
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     If (xx,ax,bx)

problem for some

solution and ax,bx

Gct-MONLP.

  IS

u.,
 1

are

  a unique (local) optimal solution to the

i=1,...,k, then xx is a (locai) M-or-Pareto

ct•-level (local) optimal parameters to the

m1nlmax

optima1

P2(f2(x,a2))

        fi2

y2(f2(x*,ai))

           - "" -" -z v
               !t/ i
              /             fl            21            lt           g          ft          ?                  1         etp(f(x*,aS))1 I
         l 'e
         ll
         Il
         :l
         il

               o pl(El(x*,af)) pl #1(fl(x,al))

                      Flg, 4.3 Minimax problem

(Proof)

    Assume thae xx is' not a (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal solution or ax,bN

are not ct-level (local) optimal parameters to the Gct-MONLP, then there

exists Å~ E X(b)( fi N(xN,r)), (a,b) E L (a,b)( ft N(ax,bx;r')) such that
                                     ct

u(f(x,a)) -> u(f(xx,ax)). This implies that u - u(f(x,a)) -< u-

u(f(xx,ax)), where u(f(x,a)} = ( ul(fl(x,al}),••,,;{k(fk(X,qk)) } and U =

( Vl,•••, i5< )• Then it holds that
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     max ( p. - u.
           11    15i5k

whlch contradicts

solution to the

optimal solution

Gct-MONLP .

(fi (x, ai )) ) 5 12?. Xsk( Ui -

  the fact that (xx,ax,bx) is

 minimax problem. Hence xx

and a-,bx are ct-level (local)

lii (fi (XN,aix)) )

 a unique (local) optimal

  is a (local) M-ct-Pareto

optimal parameters to the

                 Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.2

     If xx is a

(1ocal) optimal

such that (xx,

prob1em.

(local) M-or-Pareto optimal solutlon and a-,bx

parameters to the Gct-MONLP, then there exist

a-,bsc) is a (local) optimal soiution to

 are or-level

Ui,i=1,...,k

 the minimax

(Proof)

     Assume that (xee,aac,bx) is not a (local) optimal solution to the

minimax problem for any ui,i=1,...,k, satlsfying

      Ul - Ul(fl<XK,ar )) = ••• ;lk - lk(fk(Å~ac,eqX )) •

Then there exlsts x E X( n N(xN,r)) and (a,b) e L.("a',"b')( A N(aN,b)e;r'))

such that

  lmsajxsk( ui - lli(fi(xx,ar)) ) > lmsaixsk( ui - ui(fi(x,ai)) )•

This implies that

           IMsaiXsk( Ui(fi(xN,ar)) - ui(fi(x,ai)) ) < o

hence
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     u.(f.{xx,ax))
      11              1

must hold, which

optimal solution

Gor-MONLP, and the

 •- u.(Åí (Å~,a.)) < O , i=1,...k
    1! 1
  contradicts the fact that xx is a

and ax,bx are or-level {local) optimal

theorem is proved.

(local) M-or-Pareto

 parameters to the

          Q.E.D.

4.3.3 AugmentedMinimax Prob1ems

     In order to circumvent the necessity to perform the (local)

M-ct-Pareto optimality test in the minimax problems, for the nonlinear

case, it is reasonab2e to use augmented mintmax problems instead of

minimax probiems, For the DM"s degree ct and the reference membership

values ui, i=1,,..,k, the following augmented minimax problem is solved

for generating the (!ocal> M-or--Pareto optimal solution, which is in a

sense close to hlslher requirement or better than that if the reference

membership values are atta2nab!e.

   min {
 Å~ E X(b)

(a,b) EL {a,b)
        ct

max ( u. -p ll. (f. (x, a. ))) +
        !1                11i5A5k

 k
Pigl( "u"i -- s (fi (x,9 ))) }

   (4.13)

or equivalent1y

 min v

subject to

    k
+ P iil{ Ui - ui (fi (x,ai

  i] l- Mi (fi (x,ai )) 5

)) )

v , i=1,...,k,

(4.14)

(4.15)
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                  xEX(b), (a,b)EL.(a,b). (4.16)

    Such an augmented minimax problem can be viewed as a modified fuzzy

version of the augmented Tchebycheff norm problem of Steuer and Choo

(1983) or Choo and Atkins (1983).

     The relationships between the (local) optimal solutions of the

augmented minimax problem and the (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal concept of

                                                                  'the Gct-MONLP can be characterized by the following theorems.

Theorem 4.3

     If (xx,aN,bN) is a (local) optimal solution to the augmented minimax

problem for some ul, i=1,...,k, then xx is a (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal

solution and ax,bN are or--level (local} optimal parameters to the

Gct-MONLP.

(Proof)

     Assume that xx is not a (local) M-or--Pareto optimal solution or ax,bx

are not ct-level (local) optimal parameters to the Gct-MONLP, then there

exists x E X(b)( A N(xN,r)), (a,b) eL (- a,S)(' n N(ax,bx;r')) such that
                                       ct

u(f(Å~,a)) > u(f(xx,ax)). This implies that u - u(f(x,a)) <u-

u(f(xx,ax)), where u(f(x,a)) = (ul(fl(x,al)),,,.,ii<(fk(Å~,Eb<))) and U =

( Ul,•••, ;lk )• Then it holds that

    IMsaiXsk( "t - Ul(fi(Å~,ai)) ) 5 12?.Xsk( Ui - Ui (fi (XN,9X)) )
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This means that

                                  k
    lmsaixsk( -ui - lli(fi(x,ai))) + pi.Xl( -ui - ul (fi (x,g )))

                                   k
  < IMs ai Xsk( "i - ui (fi (xx, ar))) + pi .Zl ( ul -- K (fi (xx, IN)))

which contradlcts the fact that (xx,ax,bx) is a (local) optlmal solution

to the augmented minlmax problem. Hence Å~- is a (local) M-or-Pareto

optimal solution and ax,bx are or--levei (local) optimal parameters to the

                                                         '

Theorem 4.4

     If xx is a (local) M--or-ePareto optimal solution and ax,bN are or-ievel

(local) optimal parameters to the Gct--MONLP, then there exist u.,i=1,...,k
                                                           i

such that (xx,ax,bx) is a (local) optimai solution to the augmented

minimax problem for suff2cSently sma!1 positlve P.

(Proof)

     Assume that (xx,ax,bx) is not a (locai) optimal solution to the

augmented minimax problem for any vi,i=1,,.,,]<, satisfying

      "1 - Vl(fl(XX,ar)) = •e. = ;s< - ts<(f(xx,Elkx)} .

Then there exists x E X( fi N(xx,r)), (a,b) E Lct(a,b)( A N(ax,bx;r')) such

that

                         'k    IMsaiXsk( -Uj ' Ul(fi(xx,al)) ) + pi.Xl( 'u'i• - 1{i (fi (xK,aix)) )
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                                   k
  > lmsal xsk( -uj - ui (fi (x, ai )) ) + pl il( -ui -- K (fi (Å~," )) ) •

This implies that

     12aiXsk( Ui(fi(xx,ar)) d- ui(fi(Å~,ai)) )

         k
     + Pi .Xl( lli (fi (xx,ar)) - lli (fi (x,ai )) ) < o

Now if either any u,(f.(xK,ax)) - u.(f.{Å~,a,}) is posltive or all
                            1 11 1                   11

u.(f.(xx,ax)) - u.(f.(Å~,a.)), i=1,.,.,k, are zero, this inequality would
                 ll 1    11 1

be violated for sufficiently small positive P. Hence

     ui(fi(xN,ar)) - ui(fi(Å~,ai)) .<. o , i=1,.,.k

must hold, which contrad}cts the fact that, xx is a (local) M-or-Pareto

optimal solution and ax,b)e are or-level (local) optimal parameters to the

Gor-MONLP, and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D.

     As can be seen from the above proofs, it must be observed here that

an obvious advantage of the augmented minimax problem over the usual

minimax problem is that, because of the presence of the augmented term,

(loca!) M--or-Pareto optimality is guaranteed 'without the uniqueness

assumptlon for the solutlon.

     Added insight can be obtained by comparing the isoquant of the

augmented minimax prob!em

                          k
     Ui' Pi (fi (X,al )) + Pi .Zl ( Ui - Ul (fi (x,g )) ) = constant,

with the isoquant of the mtnimax problem

                                  '
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   the augmented

   ii
    1

mmmax
 minimax

 Pl(fl(X

probiem

 probiem

,a l))

and

Observe that, tn Fig, 4.4, the normal vectors of the isoquant of the

augmented minimax problem and the 'minimax problem become (--P,,..,--P,-1-P,

-P,...,-P) and (O,..,O,--1,O,..,,O) respectively, it trivially follows

that the cosine of the angle e between these two normal vectors is given

by cos e = ( 1+p ) ! V 1+ 2p + kp2. Hence we have

     e = tan-i{ V'-il:hi---p!(1+p)). (4•19)
This relation shows that e is monotone increasing with respect to P.

Thus, for sufficientiy small positive scalar, augmented minimax problems

overcome the possibility to generate weak M-ct-Pareto optimal solutions as
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was shown in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. Hence augmented minimax problems are

attractive for generating M-or-Pareto optimal solutions even if

appropriate convexity assumptions are absent.

     Naturaliy, P should be a sufficlently smail, but computationally

significant, positive scalar. However, for practical purposes,a

computational!y significant lower bound of P may be

     p. io(a-b}-C+i (4.2o)
where a and b are the figur es of IM sai Xsk( 'll'  l• - Ui (fi (X,ai }) ) and

Zi5i{ -llj '- ui(fi{x,ai))) in the first and second terms in the augmented

minimax problem (4.13) respectively and c ls the precision figure of the

computer. Usually, since the values of a and b are unknown in advance,

if we roughly estimate a = b, then we have

     P = lo'C+1 .

In most cases, a computatlonally significant value of p = lo-3- lo-5

should suffice.

                  '

4.3.4 Algorithm Using Augmented Minimax Problems

     Now given the (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal solution for the degree ct

and the reference membership values specified by the DM by solving the

corresponding augmented minimax problem, the DM must either be satisfied

with the current (local) M-or-Pareto optimal solution and ct, or update the

reference membership values andlor the degree or. In order to help the DM

express hislher degree of preference, trade-off informatlon between a

standing membershlp function and each of the other membership functions
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as well as between the degree ct and the membership functions is very

useful. Fortunately, such a trade-off information is easily obtainable

since it is closely related to the strict positive Lagrange multipliers

of the augmented minimax problem.

     To derive the trade-off information, we first define the Lagrangian

function L for the augmented minimax problem (4.14)-(4.16) as follows:

               k
L = v + Pi il( -u' 1- - ui (fi (Å~,ai )) )

    + iilAY•( -Ml• d- Ui (fi (xeai )) mv) + jil Ag• gj (x,bj)

       kpi mqj    ' ii! ,.ZiX?'r{ or "M "aA',.,(kr)) " jii ,ii 8s( or "' B',ti'., (gs )) (4•2i)

     In the foiiowing, for notational convenience, we denote the decision

variables in the augmented minimax problem (4.14)-{4.16) by y = (x,v,a,b)

and let us assume that the augmented minimax preblem has a unigue local

opt1mal solution yx satisfying the following three assumptions.

Assumption 4.4

     yx is a regular point of the constraints.of the augmented minimax

problem.

Assumption 4.5

     The secondri-order sufficiency conditions are satisfied at yx .

                                              'Assumption 4.6

     There are no degenerate constraints at yx .

     Then the following existence theorem, which is based on the implicit
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function theorem (Fiacco 1983), holds.

Theorem 4.5

     Let yx = (xN,vN,aN,bx} be a unique local solution of the augmented
                                       '
mlnimax problem {4.14)-(4.16) satisfying Assumptions 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.

Let xx = (xux,xaX,AbX,AgX) denote the Lagrange multipliers corresponding

to the constraints (4.15)-(4.16). Then there exist a continuously

differentiab}e vector valued function y(.) and X(.) defined on some

neighborhood N(or- so that y(orx) = yx, X(ctN) = AN, where y(od is a

unique Iocal solution of the augmented minimax problem for any ct e N(ctN)

satisfying Assumptions 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, and A{or) is the Lagrange

multiplier corresponding to the constraints (4.15)-(4.16).

     In Theorem 4.5,

                  k
     .,e?g,E v+ piil( -u,•- ui (fi (x,ai )) }l -za, - u, (fi {Å~,ft )) sv,

            i=1,...,k, xEX(b), (a,b) EL (a,b) }
                                        ct

can be viewed as the optimal vaiue function of the augmented mintmax

problem (4.14)-(4.16} for any a G N(or-). 'Therefore, the following

theorem holds under the same assumptions in Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.6

     If all the assumptions in Theorem 4.5 are satisfied, then the

following relation holds on some neighborhood N(orN) of ctN.
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e(v+
 k
Piil( 'Uj - Ui (fi (Å~,k ))) )
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a

L

ct

     3 or

 k Pi
i=Zi rii "?'r    m+z  j=1

 qj
Z

s=1

Ab.

 JS
(4.22)

     If all the

active, namely if

foHowing theorem

constraints

 v(orx) = u,
         1

holds.

(4 ,15)

ui (fi

of the augmented

(Å~{orX),k (orX))),

m1n1max

i=1,...

problem

,k, then

are

the

Theorem 4.7

     Let all the assumptlons in

that all the constraints (4,15)

active. Then it hoids that

     alli (fi (xe ai )) l

         e or ct=ctx 1+pk
                          i=1,,..,

Theorem

  of the

  k
(z
  i=1

k.

4.6 be satisfied.

 augmented minirriax

 Pi

 ZA
r=1

ax    +ir

m
x

j=1

 qj

x
s=l

Also assume

problem are

Abx ),
JS

   (4.23)

    Regarding a

each i=2,...,k,

it can be proved

trade-off rate between ul(fl(x,al)) and

 by extending the results in Haimes and

that the following theorem holds (Yano

 u.(f.(Å~,a.)) for
     ll  l

 Chankong (1979),

and Sakawa 1985).

Theorem 4

     Let

that the

.8

 all the

constraints

assumptions

 (4.15) are

in Theorem 4.7

active. Then

 be

it

 sat. isfi ed .

holds that

Also assume
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      'l",iili'[lia,illl,.,. = lu/ti;', ': ' i=2'''•'k' (`'2`'

     It should be noted here that in order to obtain the trade-off rate

information from (4,23) and (4.24), all the constraints (4.15) of the

augmented minimax problem must be active. Therefore, if there are

inactive constraints, it is necessary to replace vi for inactive

constraints by ui(fi(xx,af)) + vx and solve the correspondlng augmented

minimax problem for obtainlng the Lagrange multipliers.

     Following the above discussions, we can now construct the

interactlve algorithm in order to derlve the (local) satisficing solution

for the DM from among the (}ocai) M-•or-Pareto optimal solution set. The

steps mar]<ed with an asterisk involve interaction with the DM.

                                         '
                                                    'St O Calculate the (local) individual minimum fll.}}n and maximum fll.)aX

        of each objective function f.(x) under the given constraints for
                                   i

         ct =O and ct = 1.

gS;!!,elz--Lt lx Elicit a membership function vi(fi(x,ai)) from the DM for each

        of the objective functions.

vaSt Ask the DM to select the initial values of ct (O 5 or S 1) and set

         the initial reference membership values -ui(1)= 1, i=1,..,,k.

        Set the iteration iBdex r=1.

ewSt 3 Set ili, = -u,i(rl j=l,...,k, solve the corresponding augmented
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wwSt 4x

minimax problem to obtain the (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal

solution x(r), f(x(r),a(r)) and the membership function value

ll(f(Å~(r),a(r})) together with the trade-off rate information

between the membership functions and the degree ct,

If the DM is satisfied with the current levels of

     (r) (r)             ), i=1,...,k of the (local) M-ct-Pareto optimalu(f(Å~        ,a

solutlon and or, stop. Then the current (local) M-ct-Pareto

                          (r)                                      (r)                                           (r)                     (r)                        ,a )=( fl(x ,aloptimal solution f(x                                              )t.-"e

     '
    (r)         (r)            ) ) is the (Socal) satisflcing solution of the DM.fk(X ,ak

Otherwise, ask the DM to update the current reference membership

values ".(r) and!or the degree or(r) to the new reference
        i

membership values il.(r+1),1=1,...,k and!or the degree or(r+1) by
                    !

considering the current values of the membership functions

together with the trade-off rates between the membershlp

functions and the degree ct. Set r=r+1 and return to Step 3.

     Here it should be stressed for the DM that' (1} any improvement of

one membership function can be achieved only at the expense of at least

one of the other membership functions for some fixed degree ct, and (2)

the greater value of the degree or gives worse values of the membership

functions for some fixed reference membership values.

4.4 Conciusion
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     As a nonlinear genera!ization of the previous two chapters, an

interactive decision maklng method for multiobjective nonlinear
                       '
programming problems with fuzzy parameters has been proposed in this

chapter. Although the general conclusions of this chapter is essentially

same as in chapters 2 and 3, the following is a brief summary of the

desirable features of our proposed method.

(1) The experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of the parameters

     in the problem-formuiation process can be incorporated.

(2) The fuzzy goals ef the DM can be quantified by eliciting the

   - corresponding membership functions, which may be nonlinear.

(3) For the degree or and the reference membership values specified by

     the DM, the corresponding (local) M-or--Pareto optimal solution can be

     obtained by solving the augmented rninimax problems based on the

     nonlinear programming method.

(4) With the augmented minimax problems, (local) M-ct-Pareto optimality

    of the generated soiutlon in each iteration is guaranteed.

(5) The trade-off Mfermation between the membership functions and the

     degree or is easily obtainable, since it is closely related to the

     Lagrange multipiiers of the augmented minimax probiems.
  '

(6) The (local) satisficing solution of the DM can be derived

     efficiently from among (local) M-or-Pareto optimal solutions by

     updating his!her reference rnembership values and!or the degree or

     based on the current values of the (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal

    solution together with the trade-off information between the

     membership functions and the degree ct.
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                              CHAPTER 5

    INTERAerIVE COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

5.1 Computer Pr'ograms

     Interactive decision making processes for multiobjective linear,

linear fractional and nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy

parameters discussed thus far include eliciting a membership function for

each of the objective functions together with reference membership values

and degree ct from the DM. Thus, mitigation and speed-up of computation

works are indispensable to this approach, and interactive utilization of

computer facilities is highly recommended. Based on the methods

described in chapters 2, 3 and 4, we have developed corresponding

interactive computer programs for solving multiobjective linear, linear

fractional and Bonlinear programming probiems wiÅíh fuzzy parameters. The

entire programs are written in FORTRAN, because FORTRAN language is

popular among many scientists and also almost all computer facilities are

available for loading the programs with minor changes.

     Our programs include graphical representations by which the DM can

visualize the shapes of his!her membership functions, and he/she can find

incorrect assessments or inconsistent evaluations promptly, revise them

immediately and proceed to the next stage more easily. Each of our
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computer programs is composed of one main program and several

subroutines. The main program calls in and runs the subprograms with

commands indicated by the user (DM). The major commands prepared in our

computer programs are summarlzed as follows.

(1) MINMAX: Displays the calculated (local) individual minimum and

             maximum of each of the objective functions under the given

             constraints for ct = O and ct = 1.

(2) MF: Elicit a membership function from the DM for each of the

             objective functions.

(3) GRAPH: Depicts graphcally the shape of the membership function for

             each of the objective functions.

(4) (sc): Derives the (local) satisficing solution for the DM from

             among the (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal solution set by

             updating the reference membership values and!or the degree

             ct -

(5) STOP: Exists from the program. •
(6) SAVE:             Saves all the necessary information, whlch has been put in,

             M a file.

(7) READ: Restores the informatlon which was saved in the file.

     In all of our computer programs, the fuzzy parameters, which reflect

the experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of parameters in the

problem-formulation process, are assumed to be characterized by the fuzzy

numbers whose membership functions are either linear or exponential as

shown in Fig. 5.1 or Fig. 5.2 respectively.
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 of the membership functions for the fuzzy parameters can be

  by specifying the four points pl, p2, p3, p4 tOgether with

of its left and right functions (linear or exponential).
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     M--ct-Pareto optimal solutions for muitiobjective linear or linear
fractional programming problems are calculated by solving the miniinax

problem.s on the basis of the simplex method of linear programming.

     For multiobjective nonlinear programming problems, (local)M-ct-Pareto

optimal solutions are obtained by solving the augmented minimax problems

instead of minimax problems using the revised version of the generaiized

reduced gradient (GRG) program (Lasdon, Fox and Ratner, 1974) called GRG2

(Lasdon, Waren and Ratner, 1980). In GRG2 there are two optimality

tests, i.e.,

(1) to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions, and

(2) to satisfy the fractiona! change conditlon

           l FM -- OBJTST l < EPSTOP Å~ l OBJTST l

     for NSTOP times consecutive iterations, FM is the current objective

     value and OBJTST is the objective value at the start of the previous

     one dimensional search. NSTOP has a default value of 3.

     In our computer programs, the DM can select hislher membership

functions in a subjective manner by considering the rate of increase of

membership of satisfaction from among the following five types of

functions; linear, exponential, hyperbolic, hyperbolic inverse and

piecewise linear functlons. Then the parameter values are determined

through the interaction with the DM. In the following discussions

concerning membership functlons, it is convenient to deal with the

nonlinear case. Here, except for the hyperbolic functions, it is assumed

that ui(fi(x,ai)} = o if fi(Å~} s f9. and ui(fi(Å~,ai )) = 1 if fi{Å~,ai} l

fl., where f?. is an unacceptabie ievei for fi(x,ai), fl is a compieteiy
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desirable level for fi(Å~,ai), and f9. represents the value of fi(Å~,a,i)

such that the degree of membership function Ui(fi(x,ai)) is a•

(1) Linear membership function

     For each objective function, the corresponding linear membership

function is defined as follows:

     Pi(fi(Å~,ai)) = (fi(Å~,ai)-f?• )/(fl• -- f?• )• (s.1}

The linear membership function can be determined by asking the DM to

specify the two points, f?. and fl., within flaX and f?.in. Fig. s.3

illustrates the graph of the linear membership function.

     Pi(fi(x,ai))

1
l
t

I

1

e

l

t

'

l

l

s
l

              o                       fl
                        i

                 Fig. 5.3 Linear membership

(2) Exponential membership function

     For each objective function, the

membership function is defined by:

ui (fi(x,ai )) = ori{ 1 - exp(-Bi ( fi (Å~, ai ) -

f9• fi(x,ai)

function

 corresponding

N)!( fl -e
 l ll

expenential

))}, (5.2)
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where or. >1, B. >O or or.
              11       1

The exponential membership

specify the three points,

is a shape parameter. Fig

membership function.

    Pi(fi(x,ai))

1

f

.

< O, B. < O.
      1

function can be

9• ,. f9• '5 and fl.,

           '
 5.4 illustrates

O.5

o

        t
        Is
        lt XN

--"thM" T-• --.
        1
        l
        1
        t
        1

deterrnined

within frpaX
        1

 the graph

K---'" ,
   sNXl
        'K

s

by asking the DM to

 and f?.in, where gi

of the exponential

                           1, O.5                          fi fi fi fi(x,ai)

                Fig. 5.4 Exponential membership function

(3) Hyperbolic membership function

    For each objective function, the corresponding hyperbolic membership

function is defined by: •
     u.(f.(x,a.)) = (112) tanh { oc {f.(Å~,a,) - B. )} + (1/2}, (5.3)
      11             1i                                        ll                                   1

where ct. >O or ct. < O.
       11
The hyperbolic membership function can be determined by asking the DM to

specify the two points, f9.'25 and f?,'5, within fll.)aX and f?.}in, where cti is

a shape parameter and B. is associated with the point of inflection.
                          i

Flg. 5.5 illustrates the graph of the hyperbolic membership function•
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Pi(fi(x,ai))

          1

 O.5

O.25

   o

      IN
      l, XX,

      l -----X":d----l

----
i-"-- "->XK<k iti Ii.

                        fl f9. '5 f?• '25 fi(x,ai)

                Fig. 5.5 Hyperbolic membership function

(4) Hyperbolic lnverse membership function

     For each objective function, the corresponding hyperbolSc inverse

membership function is defined by:

                         -1     Vl(fi(X,al)) x oritanh (Bi(fi(x,ai) -- Ti )) + (112), (s.4)

where cti > O, gi >g or Bl < G.

The hyperbolic inverse membership function can be determined by asking

the DM to specify the three points, f?., f?."25 and f?.'5, within fll.)aX and

                                                '
f?.in, where Bi is a shape parameter and Tl is associated with the point

of inflection. Fig. 5.6 iliustrates the graph of the hyperbolic inverse

membership function.

(5) Piecewise linear membershtp function

     For each objective function, the corresponding piecewise linear

membership functlon is defined by:
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  p.(f.(x,a.))
   11           1
            1

          O.5

         O.25

           o

           Fig

     ui(fi(Å~,ai

where

     or'' = (t'
      IJ 1,

      T. = (s.
       11,

That ls to

each segment

the

terminated at

determined by

of several

illustrates the

                    Is
                    1i Rs

           --""-- "i-- -Xx<i,: '""' ,

                    t Xl
           '-- "' "' '" T-- --"--- '"IC •:.:.. 1:,

                    l1
                   fii f?.'5 f9.'25 f9. fi(x,ai)

          . 5.6 Hyperbolic inverse membership function

               Nl
          )) = j.Xl ctijl fi (Å~,ai)- gij I+ iili fl (x,qi ) + ri (s•s)

         j+1-- tij)/2, Bi = (ti,Ni+1+ til)!2,

         N.,1+ 5il)/2• (s.6)           l

       say, it is assumed that Ui(fi(x,ai)) = tirfi(Å~,ai} + Sir fOr

         gi,r-1 5 fi(X,ai) 5 gir, where tir is the slope and sir is

y-intercept for the section of the curve initiated at gi,r-1 and

          gir• The piecewise linear membership function can be

          asking the DM to specify the degree of membership in each

        va!ues of objective functions within f9• and fl•. Fig. s.7

          graph of the plecewise linear membership function.
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Pi(fi(x,ai))

         1

o

      t
      t
      t
      l
-P- ----- - d- -- -P -      l      t tNN      t LN      1 t NN"--- -1.. .. .. -L----. ")>

      tt      ltt--  "b -- 1---- -l-------- -1- '• "'---      tl 1s      tl 1l
                    fii gii ••• giN.-i giN. f9• fi(x,ai)
                                    '1 1

             Ftg. 5.7 Piecewise 11near membership function

     It should be noted here that for the fuzzy equal membership

functions, the DM can select his/her left and right functions from arnong

the same types of membership functions previously described above

(exciuding the hyperboiic ones),

5.2 Illustrative Examples with Computer Outputs

     We now demonstrate the interaction processes for multiobjective

linear, linear fractlonal and nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy

parameters uslng our corresponding computer programs by means of several

illustrative numerical examples which are designed to test each of the

programs.

Example 5.1 (Linear Problem)
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     Consider the following three objective linear programming problem

with fuzzy parameters.

     fuzzy min Zl(Å~,Cl) = CnXl ' 4X2 + X3

     fuzzy max z2(x,c2) = -3Xl + C22X2 + X3

     fuzzy equal Z3(X,C'V3) = 5Xl + X2 + C"'33Å~3

   subject• to

     511xl + aN12x2 + 3x3 5 12, xl + 2x2 + a'"23x3 S bN2

     x. ) O, i=1,2,3
      1

     The membershlp functions for the fuzzy numbers a-11,•••,aA'23, b-2,

6n,••.,cN 33 are explained in Table 5.1, where L and E represent

respectively linear and exponentiai membership functions.

Table 5.1 Fuzzy numbers for Example 5.1

t Pl P2 P3 P4 1eft right

c 11

c 22

c 33

a 11

512

a23

b2

o

-1

-o

o

o

o

8

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

oo

25

25

oo

50

50

oo

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

 2.00,

-O.75,

 o.oo,

 3.00,

 1.oe,

 1.00,

12.00,

 2.00,

-O.75,

 o.oo,

 3.00,

 1.00,

 1.00,

12.00,

 2.

-e.

 L

 4.

 1.

 L

14.

50

25

oo

oo

50

50

oo

L

E

E

L

E

E

L

E

E

E

L

L

E

E
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     In applying our computer program to this problem, suppose that the

interaction with the hypothetical DM establishes the fol!owing membership

functions and the correspondlng assessment values for three objective

functions in the ct-moLP.

                           '

    zl : exponential ( z?R, z?k5, zlR ) = ( 3o, -lo, -2s )

    z2 : hyperboiic inverse ( z2L, zgL25, z02i5) = ( -s, -7.s, -6.s )

         left exponential ( zgL,zgL5,z5L) = ( 12, 14, ls )

    Z3

                          Ol         right Iinear (z                                 )=( 18, 15 )                              z                          3R'                               3R

     In the following 111ustrations, interaction processes using the

tlme-sharing computer program under TSS of MELCOM COSMO 700S dlgital

computer tn the computer center of Kagawa University in Japan are

explained through the aid of some of the computer outputs.

I1lustration 5.I

    Using the MINMAX command, the calculated individual minimum and

maximum of each of the objective functions zl, z2 and z3 for ct = O and

ct = 1 are displayed.
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t::ClMM(IIN[I:

?MINMAX

          IN[iIVI[iUAL lvtlNIetfLIM ANM ttlAXIMUtVt F'CiR ALFA:1

          1 IVt ZNI tvl l-IM I MAXI IVIUM
----m------- +----whny----"--------"---------+--------w----- r------------ot----
  Z< 1) I -;',.•"4.{:){:)t:M:) I C"..,.t:>t:)t:)t:>
  z( E.l,) 1 --12•l;.<)oc)o l 4.oooc  Z( :,) 1 .00t:)t:) 1 E•:•iO.c:)t:x:){:)
           1NZi1VlrlLIF)L rvtlN1tVtl-IM AN[i IVIAXIIVILIIVI F'CIK, ALF-A=O

           l MrNIMLIM I tvtAXIMulvl
----------------- +---------------------------•------•- +------------------------------------

  z( 1> 1 -:r,::.{:)(:)oc:) I .'-T.'sEt.oot:)o
  z( 2•:,) 1 --42•l•,.t)ooo 1 4.oooo  Z< :s> ! -•1.(:M:)(:}(:) 1[ 7t:).'Ot:)t:}t:)

I11ustration 5.2

     The MF command is utilized to determine the membership functions for

each of the objective functions zl, z2 and z3 sequentia!ly, Here the

interaction with the hypothetical DM establishes that the ftrst

membership function should be exponentlal, the second hyperbolic inverse

and the the third exponential and linear. For each type of membership

functions, the corresponding assessment values are input in a subjective

manner by considering the calculated individuai minimum and maximum of

each of the objective functions.

 I::ClIVItViAN[1:

 r•tMF
  !NF,I-IT THE t:iEtJEC:TlVE FrLINC:TICIN NLIMEEFI•:
 "F•• 1

  1 NFt l..IT F" l-I Z ZY Gt:tAt.. :

    (1) FI..IZZY MAX
    <:.,) Fl-l7.ZY MIN
    <3) FLlZZY EI:•!l-l4)tL
 t;,2.t

 rtO YCil-l WANT LI:-i'r i:iF' MEIvtBER:-:H!F• F'I..INt::TICiN 1'YF,E '?
 T.,YE:;
 LIG:T OF' MEMEiEKt.E;HIF• F'1-INt::T1ON TYF,E
   (1) LINEAR
   < ;".?• ) E-' X F• Ci NENT 1 (,bL

   (:) HYFtERBCIL!t:i
   <4) HYFSERBOLIC: INVEIKtt:-;E
   (5t) P'lEC:EW1:-;E L1NEAFI•
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1NF'LIT lvtE-MBE:K'C...:HIF' I:LINC:T1l:lN TYF'E:
'T•• 2• 1••

1 NF' LIT TH F;:EE' F• {:ll NT G; ( Z 1 , Z :"r , Z :. ) E; LI C:H "r HAT

        M(Zl>={:).t:) < Zi : l-INAC:C:EF•TABLE LEVft'."L >
        M<Z;-.• .•t) :=O. F,
        M<Z3)=1.0 < Z:.• : TCiTALLY [tE:-:IR()tBLE LEEIVEL )
:•tr{:) -lt) --2.'5

PiNCtTHER lvlt:-;FT •?t
";••YE:-;

INF•Ul' THE CtBsJeciTIVE FUNC:TICtN NI-IMEtER:
r•'2••

INFtt..IT F'LIZ7.Y Cfi"AL:

  (1) FLIZZY tvlAX
  <2t) Fl-{ZZY MIN
  (:s> Fl-.IZZY Ei:!l..lAL
r•} 1

[II:t Y{:ILI WPtNT t-IEIT CIF- lvtEMBEF:E;HIF• FLINC:TION TYF•E :.t
:•iNe

1NF•LiT lvlEMBEKt•.:;HIF• F'l..lNi:iT1CiN TYPE:
:.t4

INFi{Sf' -S'HRF-E F•1:IINTEI<Z1,Z2••,Z3> E;LIt:IH -rHAT
        M(Zl)=C).(:)t:) ( Z1 : l-INAf:IL':EPTABLE LEVEL )
        M <Z 2•• ) tt•O. ;-t5
        M (Z :5 ) =O. 5.,O
':" -- E: -•7. E; -L, . El

ANOTHEF;lt MfF;ET ?
-?YES;
!NF•Ll"f' 1'HE t:tB.'fEIl:[T1Vff. F'LINEIT1ON Nl-1MBERt.

r.tr.

INF•LIT' F'l-.lZZY Gl:lPiL:

  (1> F:'l-IZZY MAX
  <2•l4i) FUZZY MIN
  (r.> FVZZY Egll..IAL
r•,r.

:ICi YCII-l WPtNT L!:-i-IM CiF:' lvSEIMBEFi•::-;H!F, FLINCITION -rYFiF- -T"
•?.tNCt

INPLIT LEF";rl g:tiNri KtlGH'r TYFiE:
'T••1-.it 1

-------- r-""-'-e"hi'--"---'pt-"'"' LEF'T --"----"-""'""-'---"'--'-'--
!NFhLIT THREF- Ftr-tXNTC-:;<Z1,ZtrE•1••,Z:A) ":;l-":H THAT
        M<Zl)=•O.O < Zl : l-INAi:iC:E"FiTABLE LFVEL )
        rVl (Z2••)=t:}. Fi .
        M<Zr.)r-1.0 ( Zr. : TCiTALLY DES;IRABLE LEVEL )
ti.tlt.-.,i 14 15

--•-----•`-------•-------------- F<1GHT ----------•---------•----
INFtLiT TWt:i FtCilNTG;(Z1,Zl:•) •.-.-;UC:H THAT
        M<•Zl):=O.O < Zl : LINAC:C:EF,TABLE LEVEL >
        tvl(Z2.•)=i.(:) ( Z:.? : Ti:ITALLY DES;IRABLE LEVEL )
"]••IE: 15,

ANCiTHER lvlE;ET f•,
•T.t N {:1
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IIIu.stration 5.3

    With the GRAPH command, the shape of the membership function for zl

is shown graphicaily. Thus the DM can check the properties of hislher

membership functions visual1y.

  C: C} tvl MAN r.n

  r•tilRAF•H
  1NF•UT THE MEIvtBER:-;HlFt F'LINC:TICtN NI-,tMBEF::
  r•i i

  GR{tF,H CiF THE tvlErvlBERr:;HIFt FLINC:TICiN < NCi. 1 )
    MEtvlBER:-;HIFt FUNC:TICiN TYFtE ---- EXF•CiNENTIAL

                                 '
  1 n C) (:}*--"- -' ""-""" -' l '- '- "" "" m" '- "" -" '- l "" '-M"' -"- "" """ 1 ""'------" '-- l """""-"' -'"--+

                                                         '
                                     '

                                      ..
   . oo dl" -' -- "'" -" '" 'e" "-' l - -- -'--- '- l -'--""' i// di *" ": l -: -"--`--"-- t --'"'-"- -- '- 4-

    "- 2' 1"n :E: i:) '""t :': t:) 1" :.'` E:) •-."5. 2' {:) E,e2{:) 7. :i'O
       <1OE '1>

I1!ustration 5.4

                                    .     Vsing the GO command, the minlmax problem is solved for the initial

reference membership values and the degree or , and the DM is supplied

with the corresponding M•-ct-Pareto optimal solution and the trade-off

rates between the membership functions and the degree ct. Since the DA4 is
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not satisfied with the current values of the membership functions, the DM

updates his!her reference membership values.

t 1ClMMAN[1 :
i?IS'l:I

•z 1"rERAT!CiN 1 .

INITXATF-!:.-.; AN INTERI)t}::TI{:iN WITH ALL THE -iNlTlAL REF-ERENi::E
ME Ivl Et E. Fl :-iH I Ft VAL I-I EI :-i AFIE 1

INFtl-l'r THE :iEGKtEE ALFA CiF THE ALFA LEVEL :-;ET::•-;
F'OR THE F:'l..IZZY FtARPiMETEF{-i:
'?, (:) . 7Et

K)iFtF•KtCiX1tvltOl'rF- SiCiLI-I'r1CiN "ri:t THE M1N1tvtAX FtR•CiBL.Etvl

FiriR 1NXTXAL KIEFERENir.iE lyiEMBERtt.:1HIF• VALI-IE:;

MEMBF-Rr,IHXFi I }:lBJECIT1VE FLINCI'r`K..tN

-----t---th--------------------"-4---------------------th--- +---"------p--------Nny---------d--"-N------e-----

M(Zl) ::
M<z:.t> ..
M(z tt) .

.4t:!17L 1
e `[I' cr1i E' !" 1

.4t:!1:7: 1

Z(1) =
Z<1•lr•t) :=

Z(t6) =

"ri
 ' 9 e t:4 2" Et

  . 5i Zl• C) 1-- I-,

iE..t"77r.

X( 1) =• ;-,il"t.OtL.lrE:5i X( 2•ll•i) = .Z..EtE..tC.:.
X< :s") := 1.E,2•Z"iIEC7

lvl -• ALF pt -- Fs tc){ F: ElTO Ci F'TX MAL I "rY -l-EC-:T

  EFs !:-i ( 1 ) = . (:)OC> {:) C) t:)O(:) E:) l:)Il+t:) t:)

  EFi ti; ( L-., .Ji ) =: . oc)oooooo(:) C) [l+C) t:)

  EF'!':'z< ::s):r- .<:}C:)C:)C:)C:X:K:)C:}C:)e[l+(:)O

TRA!:IE--"FF-E; AM"Nrti fvSEMBEF[r:;HIFt FLINC:T1ONC-1
 --- [I Ivl ( Z '.-.."' > IDIvl ( Z 1 ) r-

 --BM(Z3)1[iM<Zi) =

'rRPiEiE-CtF'F' BETWE-.EN ALF'A ANB
 e--blvl ( Z 1 ) 1D{)tLFA =

  . 1 "=tl :9

  .:sA-•2•'5

MEMBE Kt .:-;HIP FLINC:TI CiN M ( Z 1 )
::: . 4o ry ::-:

ARF- YCjLl L`;ATISiF!E[i WITH THE C:LIRRENT MEMBER.C.:HIFt VALLIE!:; f:IF
THE IVI--•At"FA-F•ARF-1'Ci CiF•T1MAL ::;OLLIT1CiN T•t
T.•NO

---•-------------•------•-t :1 ITERATICiN 2.t l>-•-•----------•-----• -•-- ----•- --•

C:CtN.L.-;IPER THE i::l-IRRENT rvlEtylBERS;HXF, VALIJEE; ttF
THE tvl-•ALFiDt-•F,ARE'1'Ci CtFtTIMAL C;CiLLITICiN TCi6ETHER WITH
THE 'T R()i [I E-. -- j:I F'F g-; AtVl i:fNG THE ME Ivl BER::HI Ft FLINC: 'r l CtN:; AN [}

THE TRPi:iE--CtF:'F BETWEEN ALFA AN[i M<Zl>
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In

is

5.

'rHEN XNF,UT Yt:"..lR REF F-KtENi::E lylElvtBEF;i•e.:;H1FL Vtt)iLUE:-:;

FCiKt F.AC:H CiF' THE- MEMBERC;HIFs FLINI:ITICtNi:::
T.,t:).45 O.t.t O.S.St

INFtLIT "rHE l:iErtiFtft-.E ALFF)i OF' THE ALFA L.EVEL :-iET:;
FEIKt THE F'LIZZY F•f)iFIAMETEK•.ti;:
:`'Oe 75

 this example, at the 5th iteration, the satisficing solution of the DM

  derived and the whole interactive processes are summarized in Table

2.

         Table 5.2 Intera'ctive processes for Example 5.2

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5

Ul

U2

U3

1

1

1

O.45

O.5

O.55

O.4

O.5

O.55

O.4

O.5

O.55

O.4

O.6

O.65

or O.75 O.75 O.7 O.65 O 65

Ul

U2

ll3

O.4913

O.4912

O.4912

O.4331

O.4830

O.5330

O.3888

O.4888

O.5388

O.4727

,O.5726

O.6226

O.3773•

e.5772

O.6272

Zl

Z2

Z3

-9.6425

-6e5401

13.9773

-7.1239

-6.5773

14.0832

-5.0258

-6.5513

14.0972

-8.8649

-- 6. 1726

14.2933

-4.4564

-6.1526

14,3035

Å~1

X2

X3

2.0385

3.5563

1.5249

2.1716

2.9893

1.5760

2.2677

2.5144

l.6302

2.1092

3.3520

1.801O

2.3074

2.3443

1.9210

-au2/es

-au31aul

- aul /act

O.1589

O.3625

8.4e98

O,1755

O.4205

7.2584

O.1901

O.4593

6.3777

 O.0606

 O.1589

22.1895

 O.0722

 O.1894

17.3201
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CPU time required in this interaction process was 9.791 seconds and the

                                                                 'example session takes about 7 minutes.

Ebcample 5.2 (Linear Fractional Problem)

    Consider the following three objective linear fractional programming

problem with fuzzy parameters.

    fuzzy min zl(x,cNl,dNl) = (c-nxl+ x3+ 1) 1 (xl+ d'Wl2Å~2+ de13)

    fuzzy max z2(x,d2) = (3xl+ x2+ 1 ) ! (-Xl-2X3+ d23)

    '
    fuzzy equal z3(x,c'V3,dN3) = (Å~2+ CN32X3+ 1) 1 (dN31Xi+ X3' d-33)

  subject to

    xG X(a,b) = { (xl,x2,Å~3)i xl + Å~2 + a13X3 5 bl,

        a21Å~1 + a22Å~2 + X3 5 b2, a31Xl - X2 5 O, xik O, i=1,2,3 }

    The membership functions for the fuzzy numbers aA'13,•••, aN31, b'Vl, bpt2,

Cll,C32, d12,•"th, d33 in thiS eXaMple are explained in Table 5.3. where

L and E represent respectively iinear and.exponential membership

functions.

               Table 5.3 Fuzzy numbers for Example 5.2

t Pl P2 P3 P4 left right

C 11

c 32

O.9

4.0

'

'

Ll,

4,O ,

1.1 ,

4.5 ,

1.3

5.5

L

L

E

L
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d 12
.v
d 13

d 23

a
 31

d 33

a 13

521

a22

a31

bl

b2

1.2 ,

2.7 ,

9. ,

O.9 ,

4.8 ,

O.9 ,

1.8 ,

1.8 ,

O.9 ,

2.8 ,

3.8 ,

 1.4 ,

 2.9 ,

11. ,

 Ll,

 5.2 ,

 1.1 ,

2.2 ,

2.2 ,

 Ll,

3.2 ,

4.2 ,

 1.4 ,

2.9 ,

11. ,

 Ll,

5.2 ,

 12 ,

2.2 ,

2.2 ,

 1.1 ,

3.2 ,

4.2 ,

 1.6

 3.1

13.

 1.3

5.4

 1.3

2.4

2.4

 1.2

3.4

4.4

E

E

E

L

L

L

L

E

E

E

L

E

L

E

L

L

L

E

E

L

L

L

    In applying our computer program to this problem, suppose that the

interaction with the hypothetlcal DM establishes the following membership

functions and the correspondlng assessment values for the three objective

functions in the ct-MOLFP.

    zi : exponentiai, ( z?, z?'5, zl ) = ( 1.2s', o.6, o.2s )

    z2 : hyperbolic inverse, ( z02, zg'25, ze2'5) = ( o.1, o.ls, o.2s )

           !eft : exponentiai, ( z03, zg'5, z5 ) = ( o,s, i.i, i.4 )

    Z3 :

           right : linear, ( z03, z5 ) = ( 1.6, 1.4 }
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In

is

5.

 this example,

 derived and

4.

         Table

at the 6th iteration, the satisficing solution

 the whole interactive processes are summarized

 5.4 Interactive processes for Example 5.2

of

 in

the DM

 Ta6ie

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ul

ll2

U3

1

1

1

O.5

e.7

O.9

O.6

O.65

O.8

O.63

O.6

O.75

O.63

O.6

O.75

O.63

O.6

O.79

ct O.9 e.g O.9 O.9 O.8 O.8

Ul

U2

U3

o.

Oe

o.

6179

6179

6179

O.4689

O.6689

O.8689

O.5624

O.6124

O.7624

O,6109

O.5809

O.7309

O.6412

O.6112

O.7612

O.6349

O.6049

O.7949

Zl

Z2

Z3

o.

o.

L

5e23

3506

1848

O.6280

Oe3T'67

1.3342

O.5468

O.3476

i.2751

6.5078

e.3297

i.2565

Oe4844

O.3469

i.2744

O.4891

O.3435

1.2938

Xl

Å~2

X3

e.

1.

1.

i961

2153

2149

O.2377

O.9899

1.6036

O.1679

1.1569

1.3997

O.1156

1.251O

1.3129

O.1125

1.3226

1J2711

O.0982

1.3221

l.3025

-all

-• au

-au

21aul

3!aul

 !aor
1

o.

2.

o.

9279

2354

7945

1.2308

2.7608

O.820l

O.9428

2.4766

O.8168

O.8357

2.3718

e.8156

O.9329

2.5674

O.7269

O.9183

2.6148

O.7322

Example 5.3 (Nonlinear Problem)

    Consider the following three

with fuzzy parameters.

objective nonlinear
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   fuzzy min fl(x,aNp = (xl + s)2 + a'Vnx22 + 2(Å~3 - aN12)2

   fuzzy min f2(Å~,a'V2) = aN21(xl - 45)2 + (Å~2 + ls)2 + 3(x3 + a-22)2

   fuzzy equal f3(Å~,aN3) = aN31(Å~1 + 2e)2 + a-32(x2 - 4s)2+ (Å~3 + ls)2

 subject to

   x E X(5) = { (xl,x2,x3) 1 gl (Å~;bi) = "b'11Å~12 + 512Å~22 + b-13)<32 s loo,

             OSÅ~. 5 10 , i=l,2,3 }.
                  1

    The membership functions for the fuzzy nUMberS a-11,•.., aN32, b"11

,••., b- 13 in this example are explained in Table 5,5 whereL and E

represent respectlvely linear and exponential membership functions.

              Table 5.5 Fuzzy numbers for Example 5.3

Nt Pl P2 P3 P4 left right

a 11

a 12

a 21

a 22

a 31

a 32

b
 11

 3.8 , 4.0

48.5 , 50.0

 1.85, 2.0

18.2, 20.0

 2.9 , 3.0

 4.7 , 5.0

 O.9 , 1.0

 '

,s

 '

 '

 '

 '

 '

 4.0 , 4.3

50.0 , 52.0

 2.0 , 2.2

20,O, 22.5

 3.0, 3.15

 5.0 , 5.35

 1.0 , 1.1

L

E

E

L

E

L

E

E

E

L

E

L

L

E
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b 12

b 13

O.8 ,

O.85,

1.0 ,

1.0 ,

1.0 ,

1.0 ,

12

1.15

E

E

E

L

     In applying our computer program to this problem, suppose that the

interaction with the hypothetical DM establishes the following membership

functions and the corresponding assessment values for the three objective

functions.

  fi : ekponentiai, (f?, f?'5, fl) = (s4oe,soeo,33oe)

  f2 : exponentiai, (fg, f8'5, fb = (6geo,46oo,3goo)

       left : hyperbolic inverse, (fg, fg'5, f5, b3)

  f3 = (7soo,s2oo,leoeo,gooo)
                exponentiai, (fg, fg'5, fg) = q33oo,iiooe,ioooo}       right :

     In Fig, 5.8, the lnteraction processes using the time-sharing

computer program under TSS of MELCOM COSMO 700S digital computer in the

computer center of Kagawa Universlty in Japan are explained especially

for the first iteratlon through the aid of some of the computer outputs.

M-or-Pareto optimal solutions are obtained by solving the augmented

minimax problem using the revised version of the generalized reduced

gradlent {GRG) (Lasdon, Fox and Ratner 1974) program called GRG2 (Lasdon,

tVaren and Ratner 1980),

     In this example, at the 5th iteration, the satisficing solution of

the DM is derived. The whole interactive processes are summarized in

Table 5.6. CPU time required in this interaction process was 114.7

seconds and the example session takes about 16 minutes.
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C:OMMAND:
'T.•6Et

INPLIT THE [iEGREE ALFA "F' THE ALFA L.EVEL E;L".T:;
FOR THE FI-IZZY PPtRAMETER:.:
r.to. cl

-- --• -----• -•--- -• -- -- -• -• --• ------• -- --• -- •::I 1 ';' F- RAT1 CiN 1 1> -- -- -•• -• -- -• -• --- -• -• -• -- --• -• -• -• -• -• ------

INIT1F,ITEE; AN l[NTERAr..iT!ir.iN W1TH ALL THE INIT1AL REFERENCiE
MEMBERE;HIFt VALLIEC-; ARE 1

( +tl 1..I HN -- TI-l C: k:I ER C: ClN [t 1 'r 1 CiNr,i E;AT 1 1-•` F 1 E [I >

M-AL.FA--•PF)tRETO OF,TXIvlAtL S;CiLLITICiN
TCi THE ALIiSEMENTE[i IVt1NZIVIt)iX FtRCIBLEM
FCiR 1NlTlAL REFERENC:E SvlEMBER:-:HIP VALLIEE;

        MEMBERC;HIFt 1 CiBJEC:TIVE F'LINC:TICiN
"ny-----bu----ny---------d-------"--------------"- +----------------------------k --i----- -

   lvt<Fl) = .Et67E: 1 F<1) : 4917.7079
   IVI(F:E'I") "" eEtL.7Ei I F<2'>= 447E,e2311
   ttl <F :s') = .5t 4t7 El 1 F' <3) = IQ E:2E:. 77C95

   X< 1) :'- E:n4E;6•7 X< :':')" F,"2592
   X( 3> t 1.E:i.h.,10
TRADE--OFFC; AtvlCiNG METvlBEEt.C.;HXFt Fl-fNC:TICiNÅí-l

 -[iM(F:,)!Dtvt<Fl) =• .4`433
 -[ttvl(F:s>/EiM(Fl) '-'-: 1.E,3t:}7h

TRADE--CiF'FL,; BETWEEN ALFA PiN[i MEMBERC-;HIPC;
 -[itvt<F)1[iALFA = .:,14:.

ARE YCtLl :;{)tTIF'IE[i WITH THF.". C:1-IRRENT MEMBER:;HIF, VALLIECJ CtF
THE IVI-ALFA-PARETCi CiF•T!MAL :;OLLITICiN 1,
?NO

          Fig. 5.8 Computer outputs for Example 5.3
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Table 5.6 Interactive processes for Example 5.3

Iteration 1 2 3 4 5

Ul

li2

U3

1

1

1

O.5

O.6

O.8

O.55

o.se

O.75

o

o

o

.

.

.

55

50

75

o

o

o

.

.

.

65

55

75

ct O.9 O.9 O.9 O.7 O.7

Ul

U2

ll3

o.

o.

o.

5678

5678

5678

O.4558

O.5558

O.7558

O.5543

O.5043

O.7543

o

o

o

.

.

.

5979

5479

7979

o

o

o

.

.

.

6392

5392

7392

fl

f2

f3

 4917

 4475

10828

e71 5048•17

.23 4496.28

.78 l0422.53

 4934.94

 4591.57

10425.39

 4877

 451O

10342

e

e

.

16

35

49

 4816

 4526

10455

,

.

.

81

11

02

Xl

Å~2

X3

8e

5.

L

4567

2592

8210

8.0461

6.0275

1.2689

7.9090

6.0594

1.8437

8

6

1

.

.

.

1024

0905

9837

8

5

2

.

.

.

1775

8785

2585

--  au2 l au

-all31au

- al.s . / Bct

   1

i

1

o.

L
o.

6433

5303

2143

O.4845

1.2998

O.2390

O.5757

1e6415

D.2164

o

1

o

.

.

.

6824

9S87

2193

o

2

o

.

.

.

7638

1046

2074
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 CHAPTER 6

coNCLUSION

     In this thesis, in order to deal with the i.m.precise or vague nature

of the human judgements in the real-world decision situations involvlng

multiple, noncommensurate and conflicting objectives, the theory of fuzzy

set has been incorporated in multiobjective programming problems. The

most important conclusions drawn from thls thesis will be summarized in a

set of brief statements:

(1) ConsiderMg the imprecise or fuzzy nature of the human judgements in

     multiobjective prQgramming problems under fuzziness, two types of

     fuzziness of human judgements have been incorporated ; one is the

     experts' ambiguous understanding of the nature of the parameters in

     the problem-formulation process, and the other is the fuzzy goals of

     the decision maker (DM) for each of the objective functions.

(2) To cope with both types of fuzziness, multiobjective linear, linear

     fractional and nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy parameters

     have been formulated and the fuzzy goals of the DM for each of the

     objective functions are quantified by eliciting the corresponding

     membership functions.
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(3)

(4}

(5)

(6)

(7)

The concept of or-multiobjective linear, linear fractional and

nonllnear programming together with (local) M--ct-Pareto optimality

have been introduced on the basis of the ct-level sets of the fuzzy

numbers.

New interactive decision maklng methods for multiobjective linear,

linear fractional and nonlinear programming problems have been

presented to derlve the satisficing solution of the DM efficiently

from among (local) M-ct-Pareto optimal solution set on the basis of

hislher subjective precise er imprecise value-judgements.

In our interactive schemes, the Qocal) satisficing solution of the

DM can be derived efficientiy by updating the reference membership

values and/or the degree ct based on the current values of the

(local) M-or-Pareto optimak solution together with the trade-off

rates between the membership functions and the degree or.

Furthermore, (local) M-ct-Pareto optimallty of the generated solution

in each iteration is guaranteed.

Concerning muitiobjective linear and linear fractionai programming

problems, forv generating a candidate fer the satisficimg solution

which is also M-ct-Pareto optimal, minimax problems were adopted, and

consequently, it was shown that the formuia' ted minimax prob!ems can

be solved based mainly on the well-]<nown linear programming method.

This is a remarkable result, because the traditional linear

programming is very popular among many scientists and also

relatively large-scale problems may be solved compared with the

nonlinear case.

In the nonlinear case, however, since some nonlinear programming

codes are necessary, it was recommended to adopt augmented minimax
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     problems instead of minimax problems for circumventing the necessity

     to perform the (local) M-ct•-Pareto optimality tests for the current

     solution to the minimax problems.

(8} On the basis of the proposed methods, the time--sharing computer

     programs for all the proposed methods have been written in FORTRAN

     to implement man-machine interactive procedures. Illustrative

     numerical examples for multiobjective linear, linear fractional and

     nonlinear programming problems with fuzzy parameters wereshown

     along with the corresponding computer outputs. Interactive

     processes for the numericai examples demonstrated the feasibility

     and efficiency of both the proposed methods and the corresponding

     interactive computer programs by simulating the responses of the

     hypothetical DM. Aithough the actual DM for the numerical examples

     would Gf course select other (local) M-or-Pareto optimal solutions

     than the ones which were selected by the hypothetical DM used in

     this thesis, the way to iterate and calculate is essentially the

     same.

     However, applications to the real-world problems must be carried out

in cooperation with a person actually involved ih decision making. From

such experiences the proposed methods and the corresponding interactive

computer programs must be revised. We hope that the proposed methods and

their extensions will become efficient tools for man-machine lnteractive

decision making under multiple conflict objectives and fuzziness.
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                              AppendiÅ~

                HYPERPLANE METHODS AND TRADE-•OFF RATES

     In this Appendlx, as a generalization of the well-known existing

scalarizlng methods for multiobjectlve programming problems (e.g.,

Chankong and Halmes, 1983a,b or Lightner, 1979), a new scalarizing method

called the hyperpiane method is Ent.roduced by putting the special

emphasis not only on generating Pareto optimal solutions but also on

obtairiing traded-off information,

A.1 Hyperplane Problems

     Consider multiobjp..ctive nonllnear programming (MONLP) problems of

the following form:

     xMl\nx f(X) 9 ( fl(X)sf2(X), ••" sfk{x) ) cA.1)

    subject to x E X e { x e EP I gj (x) 5 O, j=1,...,m },

where x ls an n--dimenslonal vector of decision variables, fl(x).•••,fk(Å~)

are k distinct objective functions of the decision vector Å~, gl(Å~),...,

gm(Å~) are m inequality constraints, X is the feasible set of constrained

decisions, and the functions fi(x), i=1,,.,k, gj(x), j=1,...,m are

assumed to be twice continuously differentiable.
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     Associated with the MONLP (A.1), define the following generalized

scalar optimizatlon problem called the hyperplane problem.

HP(A,t      -k              xEX

              subject to Q(A)F(f(x)) 5 D(z,t                                                  )                                               -k

where A is a closed convex cone in the k-dimensional real space, and the

generators of A are denoted by { ql,..., qk}. To be more specific, A is

defined by:

     A = i.Zl ctlqi, cti k O,i=1,•••,k, iil oi > O (A•3)

     qig(qil,`••, qik)• (A•4)
Q(A) is the (kxk) dimensional square matrix whose i-th row vector is the

i-th generator of A, i.e.,

                 ql

                 qk

F(.) is the k-dimensional vector functlon defined by :

     F(f(x}) .A (Fl(fl(Å~)),...,Fk(fk(Å~))T (A.6)

where F.(.), i=1,...,k is a strictly monotoBe increasMg and continuously
       i

differentiable function on the range { fi(x} l x E X }, i.e.,

     eF. (f. (x "
       11                 > O, for any xEX,i=1,...,k. (A.7)
       af.(x)
         1

D(.) is the k-dimensional vector function defined by:

     D{z,t-k) -6. ( Dl(z,t-k),..., Dk(z,t-k) )T ,                                                                 (A.8)

and Di(.),i=1,...,k is continuously differentiable on (z,t..k)•
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     Let

     s -A- { (z,t.k) E f?< l det A(z,t-k) -O }

where

                    aDl/ez aDl!etl . . . aDl lati<-1

            ) 4 aD2/eZ eD21atl .., aD2!atk-l     A(z,t          -k -
                      ---------"t--
                    aDk/sz a{}k/atl . . . a[l,!ati,-1

is the Jacobian matrix of D(.).

     Then it is reasonable to assume that D(z,t                                                      )                                                   -k

following two properties.

Property A.1

     There exlsts (z,t                       ) E S satisfying                     -k

     Q(A)F{f(Å~)} = D(z,t-k} , for any Å~GX

Property A.2

     aD(z,tthk)
                th> e, for any (z,t..k) GS
        az

     Now, consider the case where tl}e closed convex

HP(A,t-k) is set as follows:

                    k 'k
     A = Ai g {iii eq ei l oi ) O• i=i•••••k•iii9

where ei, i=1,...,k is a k-dimensional identity vector.

     Then, the HP(A,t.k) becomes as follows.

HP(A),t-k) ,Mjllx Z

             subject to F(f(x)) 5 D(z,t                                              )                                            -k

(A.9)

(A.10)

satisfies

cone

>o}

the

(A.11)

 (A.

A in

12)

 the

(A.13)

(A.14)
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     The relationships between an optimal solution of the HP(Ai,t-k) and

a Pareto optimal solution of the MONLP (A.1) can be characterized by the

fo11owing theorems.

Theorem A.1

(1) If there exists some t.k such that xx is a unique optimal solution

to the HP(A),t-.k), then xx is a Pareto optimal solution of the MONLP.

(2) If xx is a Pareto optimal solution of the MONLP, then there exists

some t-k such that xx is an optimal solution to the HP{A),t.k).

(Proof)

(1) Assume that x{ is a unique optimal solution to the HP(A),t-k) and zx

is a corresponding minimum value, then lt holds that F(f(xx)) 5

D(zx,t-k). If xx is not a Pareto optimal solution to t.he moNLP, there

exists Å~ E X such that f(x) < f(xx), or equivalentiy F(f(Å~)) < F(f(xx)).

Therefore, it holds that F(f(x)) <- F(f(xx)) 5 D(zX,t-k)•

This contradicts the fact that xx is a unique optimal solution to the

Hp(Al,t.k)•

(2) Assume that xx is a Pareto optimal solution to the MONLP, then there

exists (zx,tfk) ES such that F(f(xx))= D(zx,ttk) from Property A.1

and xN G X. If (xx,zx) is not an optimal solution to the HP(A),t.X.k),

there exlst z and Å~ E X such thatz<zx and F(f(x)) 5,D(z,trk)•
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                                            xxTherefore, it holds that F(f(x)) S D(z,tpmk) S D(zX,t-k) = F(f(XX))•

This means that f(x) < f(xx), which contradicts to the assumption that
                       -

                                                    'xN is a Pareto optimal solution to the MONLP. Q.E.D.

     To investigate the relationships between the hyperplane problem

HP(Al,t-k) and the minimax problems MP(tmk) discussed in chapters 2, 3

and 4, assume that

     D(Zst-k) t'"b DMp(Z,tthk) e ( Zltl see", Z!tk )T, ti = tj,i-j (A.15}

Then, by using the substitut.ion

     fi(Å~) = di Ui(fi(X)), 1:1,•e-,k, (A.16)

     Fi(Ui(ft(X))) = -Uj -• Ui(fi()<)), 1=1,...,k, (A.17)

it is evident that the HP(A:,tmak) reduced to the mintmax problems

discussed in chapter 2,3 and 4,

     It is now appropriate to show that DMp(z,t..k) satisfieS the

Properties A.1 and A.2. Let

                                 k
     SMp = { (Z,tmk) lZ- O, i.Xl ti = 1, ti >•O, i=1,..,k }

Then the jacobian matrix AMp(.) for DMp(.) becomes as follows:

                               -- 2                         -1                        tl -Ztl O
                                     -2                         -1     AMp(z,t-k) = t2 o "Zt2 ••••• -ztR.21

                         -1                               -2                                     -2                                                        -2                        tk Ztk Ztk •••••••Ztk
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By applying the fundamental transformations for the matrix AMpf.}

repeatedly, we have

                               k     det AMp(z,t-k) = zk-i ff ti2.
                              i=1

Clearly it holds that

     det AMp(z,t-k) - O, for any (z,t-k) E SMp.

On the other hand, { DMp(z,t.-k) I (z,t-k) G SMp } is equivalent to the

regiOn { D =( Dl,..., Dk)E Eg< i Di >O or Di < O, i=1,.,.,k }. This

implies that DMp(.) satisfies Property A.1 if F(f(X)) C Ei2 or F(f(X)) C

Ek. Moreover, it holds that

     aD       MP . ( tii,..., tRi ) > o, for any {z,t-k) G SMp
     az

Therefore, DMp(.) also satisfies Property A.2.

     It should be ernphasized here thaÅí for generatMg Pareto optimal

solutions using Theorem A.1 the uniqueness of the solution must be

verified. In order to circumvent the necessity to test the uniqueness of

the solution to the Hp(Al,t                                 ), we introduce 'the following hyperplane                               -k

HP(A>(P},tpk) xmklnx z ' (A•ls)
                                              '              subject to Q(A>(P))F(f(x)) 5 D(Z,t.k)

where the closed convex cone A>(P) is defined as:
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                 k     A>(p) 4 {i.zl ai (ik,or=(oi ••••, (f, jr -> o} (A.Ig)

     q. = (p,...,p,i+p,p,...,p )T (pL.2o)
      i

and P is the sufficiently small positive number.

     Observe that the closed convex cone A>(P) is used instead of the

open convex cone A>. Then the HP{A>(P),t                                         ) becomes as follows;                                       -k

     xEX

                               k
     subject to Fi(fi(Å~)) + PjilFj(fj(x)) 5 Di(z,t-k), i=1,.,.,k.

     The following theorem shows that the optimal solution of the

HP(A>(P),t            ) is Pareto optimal even if it is not unique.         -k

Theorem A.2

(1) If xx is an optimal solutien to the HP(A>(P),t                                                       ) for a positive                                                    -k

scalar P, then xx is a Pareto optimal solution to the moNLP.

(2) If xx is a Pareto optimal solution to the MONLP, then there exist a

sufficiently small positive scalar P and t.k such that xx is an optimai

solutlon to the HP(A>(P),tmk)•

(Proof)

(1) Let xx be an optimal solutioB to the HP(A>(P),t.k) and zx is a

corresponding optimal value. Then it holds that Q(A>(P))F(f(xx)) 5

D{zK,t-k). Assume that xx is not a Pareto optimal solution, then there
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exists x E X such that f(x) < f(xx), or equivalently F(f(x))<

F(f(xx)). Since all of the elements of the matrix Q(A>(P)) are positive,

it holds that

     Q(A>(P))F(f{Å~)) < Q(A>(P))F{f(xX)) 5 D(ZX,t.k).

This inequality means that there exist z such that z < zx and

Q(A>(P))F(f(x}) S D(z,t.-k), due to the fact that at least one of Di(,),

i=1,...,k is continuously dlfferentiable on z from Property A.2. This is

a contradiction. Hence xM is a Pareto opttmal solution to the MONLP.

{2) Assume that (xx,zN) is not an optimal solution to the HP(A>(P),t-k)

for any positive scalar P and t-k such that Q{A>(P))F(f(xx)) = D(z-,t-k).

Then there exist x E X and z < zx such that Q(A>(P))F(f(x)) 5 D(z,t-k),

Since it holds that D(zx,t-k) .>. D(z,t-k) from Property A.2 and zx > z,

the folIowing reiation holds.

     Q(A>(P)) { F(f(x)) - F(f(xx)) } < o

If either any { Fi(fi(Å~)) -- Fi(fi(xx)) } is positive or all { Fi(fi(x)) -

Fi(fi(xx)) }, i=1,...,k are zero, this inequaliÅíy would be violated for

sufficiently small positive P. Hence

     Fi(fi(x)) - Fi(fi(xx)) <.- g, i=1,..,,k

must hold. Since by (A.7), we have f.(x) - f,(xx) < O, which contradicts
                                   1 1-
the fact that xx is a Pareto optimal solution. Q.E•D•
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     Now, by substituting DMp(.) for D(.) in the HP(A>(P),t-k), we can

immediately obtain the following augmented minimax problem,

AMP(t     -k             xEX

             subject to Q(A>(P})F(f(X)) 5 I]Mp(Z,t-k)

Then, by using the same substitution as was shown in (A,16) and (A.17),

it can be easily understood that the HP(A>(P),t.k} reduces to the

augmented minimax problem discussed jn chapter 4.

A.2. Trade-off Rates

     In order to develop a meaningful formula which relates the tradee-off

rates 'wi'Lhir, the Pareto optimal so!ution set f.o t.-h.e Lagrange multipliers

of the HP(A,tdek) where A = Al or A = A>(P), define the following

Lagrangian functlon L{x,z,A,t..k) for the HP(A,t-k)•

                          kk
     L(X,Z,A,t-k) = Z +1ilAi{j.Zl ({ijFj( fj(x) ) d- Dl (z,t-k) } (A.23)

     In the following let us assume that (xx,zx) is a unique Iocal

optimal solution of the HP(A,t..k) and satisfies the following three

assumptions.

Assumption A.1

     The second•-order sufficiency conditions are satisfied at (xx,zN).
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Assumption A.2

     (xx,zx) is a regular point of the constraint of the HP(A,t.k), i•'e•

the gradients of the active constraints are linearly independent,

Assumption A.3

     There are no degenerate constraints at (xN,zx), i.e. all active

constraints have strictly positive corresponding Lagrange multipliers.

     Then the following existence theorem (for detaiis, see, e.g.,

Luenberger,1973 or Fiacco,1983) which is based on the implicit function

theorem, holds.

Theorem A.3

     Let (xx,zx) be a unique local optimai solution of the HP(A,trk)

satisfying Assumptions A.1, A.2 and A.3. Let Ax denote the Lagrange

                                                            Nmultipliers corresponding to the constraints of the HP(A,t                                                              ). Then                                                            -k

there exist a continuously differentiable vector valued function x(t-k),

                                                  -xz(t     ) and A(t                 ) defined on some neighborhood N(t                                                     ) so that x(t                                                                   )=   -k                                                                 -k               --k                                                  •-k

                                               -       N-XX, Z(t-k) = zx, A(t-k) = AX, where Å~(t-k), z(t..k) is a unique local

                                                        xoptimal solution of the HP(A,t-k) for any t-k E N(t-k) satisfying

Assumptions A.1, A.2 and A.3, and X(t.k} is the Lagrange multiplier

corresponding to the constralnts of HP(A,t-k),

     In Theorem A.3,
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                    k
Z{t-k) = xM enx{ Z Ij.Zlqlj Fj(fj(Å~)) - Di (z,t-k) 5 O, i=1,,..,k } (A.24,)

can be viewed as the optimal value function of the HP(A,t                                                          ) for any t                                                                    -k                                                       --k

E N((k). Therefore, the following theorem holds under the same

assumptions in Theorem A.3.

Theorem A.4

     If all the assumptions ln Theorem A.3 are satisfied, then the

                                               xxfollowing relations hold on some neighborhood N(tpk) Of t-k•

      ) aL kaZgi-ik = ati = -- jFiAj{t-},)-ll!t2t--!-ii-!-liti2-:-!is-l(Z(tt{f)tk), i=i,...,k-i (A.2s)

     From Theorem A.4, if all the k constraints of HP(A,t                                                         ) are active,                                                       -k
                                   '
then the foilowing theorem holds.

Theorem A.5.

     Let all the assumptions in Theorem A.4 be satisfied. Also assume

that all the k constraints of the HP(A,t-k) ar•e active. Then for the

optima! value functton z(t                            ) and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers                          -k

                       xA(t     ) for any t                  E N(t                         ), lt holds that   -k               --k                       -k

  k
 i.XI Xi(t-k) d{ Di (Z(t-k),t..k) } = O, (A.26)

where d { Di(.) } denotes a total differential with respect to t-k, i.e.,
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                        k-1 aD. az aD.d{ Di(Z(t'k}'t-k) } = j.Zl{ azi  atj ' ati, }dtj ' i=1'''''k (A'27}

(Proof)

    Observe that A(t..k) > O for t-k G N(Ck), due to the active

condition and Assumption A.3. Also from Assumption A.1, it holds that

    aL k aD. (z(t                             1 -k)'t-k)
   -5Tz = 1-iFIAi(t"-k) az = O , (A'28)
                                                      'Using the Jacobian matrix A(z,t"k) of D(z,t-k), the total differential

form of D(z,t..k) becomes as foliows.

[Wlllllll] = "[gd<,im,] (A 29)

Multipiying both side of {A.29) by )t(t                                      ) yields                                    -k

    k-    i.Zl Ai(t•-k) d { Di(z(t-k),t..k) }

      '
 = [ iixi>ti(t-k) aDi(Zaz't-k) , ilzi"i (t-k) aDi(Zat'l'"k) ,...,

       k aD,(z,t                          )       i=ÅíIXi(t-k) ' etk--kl ] Å~ [ dZ ' dtl '''', dtk-1 ]T•

In view of (A.25) and (A.28), for Åíhe optimal value function z(t                                                                 ) for                                                               --k

any t       e N(t              ), it follows that     -k            -k
                             '
                                                       )  iil Xi (t-k) d { Di( Z( t-k), t- k) } = dz -- j.Xl atEk dtj (A•3o)

                                                     J
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                                                                 Q.E.D.

     From Theorem A.5, the foliowing result immediately foliows.

Theorem A.6

     Let all the assumptions in Theorem A.5 be satlsfied. Then for the

                      ) and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers A(t                                                                        )optimai solution Å~(t                                                                     -k                    --k

                                 xof the HP(A,tdk -k e N(t.-k), it holds that               ) for any t

   kk eF,  jil{ i.Zl( Ai(t-k) qij) -5it-i. }dfj(x(t..k)) = oe (A.3!)

(Proof)

     By the act!ve condltion and Theorem A.3, it follows that

   k
  j.Xlqij Fj(fj(X(t-k))) = Di(Z(t..k),t..k) " (A.32)

Thls implies

      k
     iilAi(t-k) d { Di (z(t-k),t"k) }

       k k 3F. •   = jiAi(t-k){j.Zl qlj 'lllt;'l. dfj (X(t#k)) }• Q.E.D.
                            j

     It is now appropriate to consider the practical implications of

Theorem A.6. Let

     fj(t-k) 4 fj(X(t-k)), j=1,•••,k (A.33)
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Since the continuous differentiability of fj(.) follows from those ,of

f•(.) and x(.), (A.31) becomes as follows.
 J

                          aF.    kk   jii{ i.Zi( Ai(t--k) qij) 5it;l. d-fj(t.k) = o (A.34)

                            J•                                                    '
Let
                                                                   '
     P = { df(t-k} I t-k e N(tlfk) },

then P represents a surface in the k-bdimenslonal space and the slope at

its tangent plane can be obtained by (A.34). Namely, the trade-off rates

between fi,i=1,...,k-1 and fk on the surface P are represented by:

      a-fk(t-k) .. twt 1(A•(tk)q..)aF.(f,(tk))!aÅí
    -      a'f ,• (t-k) t.kE N( trk } - Z j51 ( Aj ( t- k )qj k ) aFk Cfk ( t. k ))l ifk

                                                i=!,...,k-1 (A.35)

In what follows, we shall show that the'trade-off rates between f.,
                                                                      i

i=1,...,k-1 and f                   on the Pareto surface                 k

     p={f(x) lxE xl'} '
where XP is the Pareto optimal solutions set, coincide with the trade-off

rates between fi, i=1,...,k-1 and fk. Namely, we shall prove the

following result.

     aaffi.[Å~,l xf 2 :x = aa•i-kiittikk)) ft.-:;=pttk i=1,•••,k-1 (Ar36)
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For that purpose, define the continuously

Di(t.k), i=1,...,k by:

     Di(t-k) = Di(z(t.k),t-k) i=1,...,k

where z(t-k) is the optimal value function. Let

     b-k(t-k) = ( Dl(t-k) ,..., bk-1(t-k) }T,

     b(t-k) = ( bl(t-k) ,..., Dk(t-k) )T,

and define the (k-l)Å~(kd-1) Jacobian matrix B.-k(t

                     aDl aDl
                     etl :.'"` etk-1
      B-k(t--k) = a'-Di-i ''•. b-[lk'-i

                     atl '''' atk.-1

     Then the relationships between the (kxk)

and the (k--1)Å~(k--1) Jacobian matrix B                                            ) can                                        (t                                         -k                                     -k

following theorem.

Theorem A.7

     Let all the assumptlons in Theorem A.5 be

t-k E N(Ck), it holds that

                         k-1     det B-k(t-k) = (-1) Ak det A(z(t-k),t-k

where z(t.k) is the optimal value function and

multiplier of the }<-th constraint of HP(A,t-k)•
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differentiable function

                 (A.37)

                 (A.38}

                 (A.39)

  )ofD              ) by;          (t            -k-k        -k

                 (A.40)

Jacobian matrix A(z,t                       )                     -k

 be characterized by the

'satisfied. Then for any

        '

), (A.41)
 Ak is the k-th Lagrange



( Proof },

                                  ), it follows that                              (t     From the definition of B                               -k                            -k

                     g:i g:, + l?l •.i ••• g:' :Zy-, + g&'-,

           )= det ....,. : ......det B       (t     -k -k aDkml az a[s<-1 '•. aEl<.1 az a[l<-1
                     sz atl ' etl ''''' az ait-1 ' ax..1

                 k-1 aD.            = { iii a.i }{ -- >hl '\cil - (-i ik'2 ?kl Aii }

                             aDi aDi
               k-1 atl ''1 '' atk-1
            + Z det ..... = .....
               i=1 aDk-l aZ aE5,-1 '. a[?k-l aZ aEl,-1
                        az atl " atl '''' az ait-1 ' ay-1

where 1 A..l denotes the determinant of the (k-1)Å~(k-1) matrix without
           IJ

the ith row and the jth column of A(z(t-k),t-k). By similar operations,

it follows t.hat

   det B          {t             )       -k           -k

    k--1 3D.= {iii E,ii }{ -- Ai l iS,il - (-i jl<-2 ?kl Ail }

                              '
    k-1 aD.' {ii2 a.i }{ Aii A<ii" )tiiiii- (-"-3 atisii-(--its-3 ftiei i

+ ---.-----"----t.--.-------t-i---
     k-1 aD.
' {i=i-1 a.i }{ >1<-2l 4kl1- l<--1l l}"

                 -- (-1)OAkI AI,..1,1I - (--1)O>kI tS,.-2,1l }

+ I Akll

}
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    aD= a.1 { -All Akll - (-1)(k-1)-1 )kl lilli }

+ -{----t----------t--
, ililk-1 { -Ak..1l tlklI- (-"(k-1)-'(k-1)jxkl t)k.1,1l }

+ l Akll

                                                  aD.         k-1 aD. k-1= ( 1 - i.Zl Ai a.i ) l Akll " ))< iil {'1 )( k-1)-i a.' l AilI

In view of (A.28), it holds that

   det B.k(t.k)

                                           aD.        aD                            k-1= Ak a.k l Akll A Ak i.Zl(-1)(k-1)`bi a.' i AilI

= - -xk iiZf--1)(k-1)-i :lii I Ai1l

By expanding the det A(z(t-k),t..k) with respect to the first

obtain

     det A(z(tmk),t-k) = ii.xi(-i)i-i izDi i Ai" .

Therefore (A.4i) has been established. -

column, we

Q.E.D.

     The following

solutions in the

HP(A,t        ), where      -k

     T .A { t-k G

theorem shows the relationships between Pareto optimal

decision space and the

I?<-1 l (z, t-k) E S } •

parameter t              G T in the            -k
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Theorem A.8
                         '     Let all the assumptions in Theorem A.5 be satisfied. Then th6re

exist a neighborhood N(xx) of xx and a continuously differentiable vector

valued function Å~(t-k) defined on some neighborhood N(tlk) of CkE T

such that

     xPn N(xx) c x( N(tfk))c xP (A.42)
                                                         '

(Proof)

                                                         xx     From Theorem A.3, there exists a neighborhood N(t                                                           )oft                                                                    such                                                         -k                                                                 -k

that the HP(A,t-k) has a unique local solution Å~(t"k) for any t..kE

N(t-k), and that x(t-k) ls a contlnuously differentiable function of t-k

        '              xdefined on N(t                ). Hence, it follows from Theorems A.1 and A.2              -k

            )) c xP .     x{N(t          -k

     To prove the first part of (A.42) we shall show that there exists a

neighborhood N(xx) of xx such that

     S t-k E N(tfk) such that 9= Å~(t-k) for Y2E xP fi N(xx) .

Let

                                                                 '     N(t5k) = {t-kGTlR t..k-tlk llk-1 < tflt } (A.43)

where 6t > O and P • iik-1 is an s{p-norm in El<-1, By the continuity of

Q-k(A)F(fi(•)) in x, for any 6d > O, there exists 6x > O such that

ll x -- xx lln < 6x -> Il Q..k(A)F(f(x)) - Q-k(A)F(f(xx)) Ii<-i < %• (A•44)
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For such 6, define the •neighborhood N(x- of xx by
         x

     N(x- e{x1 II x-xx lln< 6x }. (A•4s)
Now, from property A.1, for any9EN(x- A xP, there exists (Az, "t.k)

such that

            A AA     Q(A)F(f(Å~)) = D(z, t.k). (A.46)
This directly follows

    Il D-k(2,"t-k)-D-k(z",tfk) IIk-1 < 6d. (A.47)

                    AA AANow if we assume z - z(t.k), where ( x(t-k), z(t-k) ) be an optimal

                    Asolution to the HP(A,t-k), then following two cases arise.

(I) If 2 < z{2-k), then, from (A.46) and 2 E xP, it contradicts the fact

     that z(t-k) is an optimal value to the HP(A,t-k).

(ID If z > z(t-k), then, from Property A,2, it holds that D(z,t.k) ->

     D(Z(t"k),t..k)• Hence it follows from (A.46}, Q(A)F(f(x)) ->

     Q(A)F(f(x("t-k))), Moreover, since A = A) or A = A>(p), we have f("Å~)

                                                    p              )), which contradicts the fact that Å~ E X .     > f(x(t     - -k
                                      AAFrom (I) and (ID, we conclude thatz=z(t.k). Consequently, by the

definition of D.k(.), it holds that

    II D.k(2,"t-k) - D-k(z'•trk) llk-1

 = ll b-k("t-k)-D..k(trk) #k-1 < 6d. (A.4s)
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Now, from Theorem A.7 observe that det B-k(t-k} -O for any t.k e T•

From this fact and the implicit function theorem, for any 6t >O there

          such thatexists 6        d
                                                                   '
ll b-k(" t-k)-b..k(tifk) Ilk-.1< 6d . Il "t-.k- tfk Ihe-1 < 1 (A.4g)

                                              AXIn view of (A.44) and (A.49), it follows that t-kE N(t-k). Moreover, by

                        XA.the definition of N(t-k), the HP(A,t-k) has a unique local solution

                           P     ), Also slnce x E X , x is a local•solutlon to the HP(A,tx(t                                                                  ) from                                                                -k   -k

                                                 AATheorem A.1 and A.2. Therefore, we conclude that x = x(t-k) as required.

                                                                 Q.E.D.

     From Theorem A.8 and (A.35), we can immediately obtain the following

theorem.

Theorem A.9

     Let all the assumptions in Theorem A.5 be satisfied. Then the

trade-off rates between the objective functions .fi(xx), i=1,...,k-1, and

                                             xfk(xx) at the opttmal solution to the HP(A,t-k) on the Pareto surface P

in the objective space can be represented by

  -g2iXxl:=\,=ee./i,iA,},ISF,iif,ilX.i',l!,]`,i•i=i•••••k-i•(A.so)
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     It shouid be noted here that the vector function D(.) in the

HP(A,t-k) does not explicitly appear in (A.50). In other words, the

trade-off rates on the Pareto surface can be determined by the values of

Lagrange multipliers and the elements of Q(A) and F(.). This means that

the vector function D(.) influences the values of trade-off rates

implicitly through the Lagrange multipliers. '

     We are now ready to demonstrate that the traded-off rates formula in

chapters 2, 3 and 4 can be derived from the trade-off rates formula

(A.50).

     In the HP(A,t-k), the MP(t-k) is obtained by using the substitution

shown in (A.!6), (A.17) and

     qii = 1, i=1,e..,k, qij = O, i-j .

Thus the trade-off rates formula for the MP(t-k) ls represented by:

                          A.        aLk(fk(X)) 1
      `" = s i=1,e-esk-'1• (Ae51)        au,(f.(x))

     Similarly, by using the substitution,

     qii = 1+ P, i=lg•••,k, qij = p, iifj

in the HP(A,t-k), the AMP(t..k) is obtained. Therefore, the trade-off

rates formula for the AMP(t-k) is represented by:

                          x. + p        alh<(fk(X)) 1
      -- = , i=1,...,k-1. (A.52)        au.(f.(Å~))          11 Ak+P
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     Observe that this trade-off rate formula (A.52) coincides with the

                                                                   'trade-off rate formula in chapter 4,

So far, we have discussed the trade-off rates formula for the HP(A,t..k)

under Assumptions A.1, A.2 and A.3. However, for the linear HP(A,t-k) in

which all the objective functions and the constraints are iinear, it

should be emphasized here that the second-order sufficiency conditions

are not satisfied because the Hessian matrix always becomes a zero

matrix. •
     For the linear HP(A,t-k), only with Assumption A.3, the following

observations can be made concerning the trade--off rates formula {A.50).

If Assumption A.3 is satisfied for the optimal solution to the Iinear

HP(A,t..k), then from the theory of the simplex method of linear

programming, it is known that there exists the neighborhood N(t                                                              ) of t                                                            -k                                                                   -k

such that

                k
     Z(t-k) = i.Zlni Di(Z(t-k),t-.k), (A.53)
                             '
where z(t           ) is the optimal value function to the linear HP(A,t                                                              ) and n,        -k                                                            -k                                                                    1

i=1,...,k are the simplex multipliers correspondlng to the constraint in

(A.2).

    Since Theorem A.4 directly follows from (A.53), lf ail the

constraints of the linear HP(A,t-k) are active, then both Theorems A.5

and A.6 are satisfied for the linear HP(A,t                                                   ). Therefore, the                                                -k

                                                       'following theorem holds.

Theorem A.1O
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     Let xx be a nondegenerate optimal solution to the linear HP(A,t!sk,),

            --and let ffr, i=1,...,k denote the simplex multipliers corresponding to the

constraints of the linear HP(A,t.x.k). Also assume that all thek

constraints of the linear HP(A,tifk) are active. Then for the linear

HP(A,t2sk), the trade-off rates between the objective functions fi(xx),

i=1,...,k-1, and fk{xx) at the optimal solution to the HP(A,t:k) on the

Pareto surface P in the objective space can be represented by

                       k
  -:i\•i:;=\,=t.illfilll{l;t]ilil:il-:;l-}[iigl::\:lll'::SF,:if,ix.;),}/,gf,:•i=i•••••k-i•(A•s4)

     Now, let us investigate the relationships between the hyperplane

problem Hp(Ak,t                 ) and the linear constraint problems in chapters 2 and               -k

3e

    By replaclng D(z,t                        ) by                      -k

    Dcp(Z,tti k) -t-rs ( tl ,•••, tk-1, z )T, , (A.ss)

the HP(A),t             ) reduces to the constraint problem CP(t                                                      ) itself (Haimes           -k                                                    -- k

and Chankong 1979). To show that D (z,t                                           ) satisfieg Properties 1 and                                         ..k                                   cP

              k2, let Scp = E . Then the Jacobian matrix Acp(.) for Dcp(.} becomes as:
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                        9

                        -` I     Acp(z,t-k) = •
                        o

                        1 O...O
and

                            k-1     det Acp(z,t-k) = (-1) - O, for any (z

     This means that D                         (.) satisfies Property 1.                       CP

     aD       CP . ( o, ... , o, 1 )T > o
     az

This implies that Dcp(.) satisfies Property 2.

     From the above discussions, the CP(t                                              ) can                                           Ak

the special cases of the HP(A),t.k)•

     Therefore, from Theorem A.10, the trade-off

linear CP(t-k) is represented as foilows.

                           rc        aL5<(fk(Å~)) 1
      .- = n, i=1,".,k-1.        aui {fi (Å~)) ll
                            k

However, since lt always holds that nk = 1 ln

aL/az =O, (A.57) ls represented as:

    '

                             '

       '
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               (A.56)

,t-k) E Scp•

 Furthermore, it holds

 be regarded as one of

 rates formula for the

               (A.57)

the CP(t          ) because of        -k



       ai-b< ( fk (x) )

     - au.(f,(x)) = li' i=1,•••,k-l.
         11

This formula coincides With the trade-off

The trade-off rates formula in chapter 3

discussion and thus is omitted.

rates

  is

formula in

much like

(A.58)

chapter 2.

 the above
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